Public awareness and public education for disaster risk reduction: key messages
Strategy 2020 voices the collective determination of the IFRC to move forward in tackling the major challenges that confront humanity in the next decade. Informed by the needs and vulnerabilities of the diverse communities with whom we work, as well as the basic rights and freedoms to which all are entitled, this strategy seeks to benefit all who look to Red Cross Red Crescent to help to build a more humane, dignified and peaceful world.

Over the next ten years, the collective focus of the IFRC will be on achieving the following strategic aims:

1. **Save lives, protect livelihoods and strengthen recovery from disasters and crises**
2. **Enable healthy and safe living**
3. **Promote social inclusion and a culture of non-violence and peace**
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## Abbreviations and acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DRR</td>
<td>Disaster risk reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFA</td>
<td>Hyogo Framework for Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFRC</td>
<td>International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGO</td>
<td>International governmental organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>Non-governmental organization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Glossary**

**Disaster** – A serious disruption of the functioning of a community or a society involving widespread human, material, economic or environmental losses and impacts that exceed the ability of the affected community or society to cope using its own resources.

**Disaster risk reduction** – The concept and practice of reducing disaster risks through systematic efforts to analyse and manage the causal factors of disasters, including through reduced exposure to hazards, reduced vulnerability of people and property, wise management of land and the environment, and improved preparedness for adverse events.

**Hazard** – A dangerous phenomenon, substance, human activity or condition that may cause loss of life, injury or other health impacts, property damage, loss of livelihoods and services, social and economic disruption, or environmental damage.

**Mitigation** – The lessening or limitation of the adverse impacts of hazards and related disasters.

**Preparedness** – The knowledge and capacities developed by governments, professional response and recovery organizations, communities and individuals to effectively anticipate, respond to, and recover from the impacts of likely, imminent or current hazard events or conditions.

**Prevention** – The outright avoidance of adverse impacts of hazards and related disasters.

**Public awareness** – The extent of common knowledge about disaster risks, the factors that lead to disasters and the actions that can be taken, individually and collectively, to reduce exposure and vulnerability to hazards.

**Resilience** – The ability of a system, community or society exposed to hazards to resist, absorb, adapt to and recover from the effects of a hazard in a timely and efficient manner, including through the preservation and restoration of its essential basic structures and functions.

**Risk** – The probability of an event and its negative consequences.

**Vulnerability** – The characteristics and circumstances of a community, system or asset that make it susceptible to the damaging effects of a hazard.

Foreword

National Red Cross and Red Crescent National Societies have a long history on working with communities and people at disaster risk on the threats they face, how this makes them vulnerable and what steps they can take themselves to increase their safety and resilience. National Societies undertake this task through various activities: national public campaigns, partnerships with education authorities for developing educational materials for schools, mobilising youth and junior Red Cross Red Crescent for peer education, training and organizing communities through community-based disaster risk reduction, and using their disaster response operations as opportunities for improved risk awareness.

In 2011, the IFRC published *Public awareness and education for disaster risk reduction – a guide*, designed to help National Societies scale up their work in disaster risk reduction campaigning, partnerships and education. Alongside this guide, we carried out research on what activities are going on within National Red Cross Red Crescent Societies, and within the wider sector, to harmonize messages for disaster risk reduction.

Harmonized messaging is a key goal in disaster reduction awareness, and is particularly important when it comes to scaling-up efforts to create a culture of safety. To promote consistent actions to the public, we need key safety and resilience messages. Ensuring that these messages have credibility, legitimacy and strong impact, they need to be harmonized and consistent, backed by a consensus of key stakeholders, and based on the best knowledge available at the time.

This latest publication, *Public awareness and education for disaster risk reduction: key messages*, is offered as a tool for practitioners internationally to use in a consensus-building validation process. National Societies, national disaster management organizations, governmental and non-governmental organisations and international organizations are invited to be part of a global validation project working to develop a comprehensive multi-regional set of key messages as a contribution for the culmination of the 2005–2015 Hyogo Framework for Action.

With both publications now complete, the next step is to disseminate the materials, support National Societies to incorporate the ideas into their ongoing disaster risk reduction programmes, and scale up work nationally and regionally.

Bekele Geleta
Secretary General
Part 1: Background
1. Introduction

In 2011, to help National Societies scale up their work in promoting disaster risk reduction (DRR) to the public, the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC) published *Public Awareness and Public Education for Disaster Risk Reduction: a guide*. The guide provides operational guidance in support of IFRC’s Strategy 2020 and Framework for Community Safety and Disaster in the Face of Disaster Risk. This focus is reflected in the core pillars of the Framework, including common approaches, minimal tools and guidelines and standardized messages. The guide highlights key messages as playing an important role within all four of the key approaches outlined in Chapter 3 of the guide (campaigns, participatory learning, informal education and formal school-based interventions). Key messages are also vital in fulfilling the principles of consistency, legitimacy and credibility, scalability and sustainability, detailed in Chapter 4. Key messages that are clearly formulated, detailed and evidence based are essential ingredients that form the foundation for a culture of safety. They convey shared understanding through strong, unified messages achieved through a broad consensual process.

This supplement of the key messages for DRR is designed to be a tool for practitioners internationally to use in a consensus-building validation process. The IFRC invites National Societies, National Disaster Management Organizations, non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and inter-governmental organizations (IGOs) to be part of a global validation project with the objective of developing a comprehensive multi-regional set of key messages for the World Congress of Disaster Reduction, marking the culmination of the 2005–2015 Hyogo Framework for Action (HFA).

**Part 1** introduces the supplement, including the background and processes involved in developing the messages, as well as the purpose, scope and framework. It explains the validation process and sets out a series of participatory and consensual-based processes for that can be used to select, adapt, enrich and expand the set of key messages.

**Part 2** provides the key messages themselves. Section A sets out the key messages for all-hazards household and family disaster prevention and then Section B presents hazard-specific advice for drought, earthquakes, floods, pandemics, tropical storms and wildfires.

**Next steps:** The key messages validation project will run for 18 months, from February 2013 to July 2014, with the goal of developing a fuller set of messages, with a variety of contextualized versions, in several languages, marking a significant contribution towards HFA priorities.
If you would like to be lead or participate in the validation process in your country or zone, please contact:
Marjorie SOTOFRANCO
marjorie.sotofranco@ifrc.org
Community preparedness and risk reduction department

The key messages validation project

National Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies have a long history of providing public education for disaster risks and the steps that households and communities can take to increase their safety and resilience. National Societies carry out this work through a variety of delivery mechanisms, including:
• running national public awareness campaigns
• developing partnerships with education authorities to develop educational materials
• mobilizing youth and junior Red Cross Red Crescent for peer education
• training and organizing communities through community-based risk reduction actions.

Many governments are looking to National Societies to take on a more significant role in DRR education, both through community disaster education for schools and through national disaster management plans.

The objective of the key messages validation project is to develop and refine key DRR messages based on a universal template, and that can be contextualized for use anywhere. The first four steps below have resulted in this publication. Step five involves you.

Step 1: Research and compile a compendium of standardized messages for DRR. Messages were drawn from 17 widely-disseminated, authoritative sources, from a range of countries and regions, developed through interagency consensus (completed in 2011).

Step 2: Holding a global workshop. In early 2012, the IFRC’s community preparedness and risk reduction department and the America zone office held a global workshop on public awareness and public education for DRR and harmonizing key message development. Representatives with experience from 23 different National Societies and partners gathered to deepen and share their knowledge. Participants used a filtering, selection and focusing process to draw up recommendations for the first consultation version of the key messages.

Step 3: Completion of a first consultation version of the key messages. In the first quarter of 2012, a rapid consultation version of the key messages was compiled in order to solicit additional expert input. Twenty-seven experts on the subject matter, including IFRC staff, participants at the global workshop and 14 interested organizations, reviewed the materials in English and provided feedback on those sections within their areas of expertise.

Step 4: Completion of the validation project version of the key messages. In summer 2012, the feedback was incorporated to produce this validation project version.
Step 5: Next steps are validation, elaboration and revision. It is intended that Part 2 of this publication, the key messages for DRR, will go through an 18-month review process, to continue to refine and differentiate them, to adapt them to a variety of contexts, and to share and build consensus. During this period, this publication will be translated into the other official languages of the International Red Cross Red Crescent Movement.

The first aim for these key messages is to use them to implement and test the promotion of family and household disaster plans and hazard-specific messages among staff and volunteers in the Movement, globally. This challenge is presented to all partners involved in humanitarian and development efforts worldwide.

Figure 1: Key messages harmonized at global, zonal, regional, national, and sub-national levels

The validity, legitimacy and credibility of the key messages will be established by tens of thousands of role models, leading by example, through disaster reduction in their own households and families. Zonal, regional and national leadership and partners are invited to collaborate in promoting this process through sessions, participatory workshops and side events, connected with a wide variety of Red Cross Red Crescent, HFA and other regional DRR consultation meetings and conferences. Pilot applications in National Societies are also welcomed.

During the validation period, partners are also invited to support a similar method for developing key messages for remaining hazards, or to develop complementary iconography (perhaps separate regional sets) that agencies could share, to illustrate the messages.
2.
What are key messages, and why harmonize them?

DRR advocates are increasingly asked by government and local partners what the exact scope and content of their subject is, and to explain, beyond generalities, the ‘actionable risk reduction messages.’ Key messages comprise the core, common and comprehensive information about safety and resilience that are needed to promote consistent and sustained DRR. If these actionable messages were universally practised, we could substantially avoid the effects and impacts of disaster.

This document focuses on harmonizing these messages. This has meant working to ensure that the key points are conveyed consistently, even when they are conveyed to different audiences or by different stakeholders. This is different from standardizing messages, which involves working to achieve consensus around a single set of uniform messages for a particular audience.

By setting out this common reference source, it is hoped that practitioners will make voluntary efforts to harmonize their messages. The goal is common understanding and consistency in the application of common themes, worldwide.

For messages to have credibility, legitimacy and strong impact in a particular national or local context, they need to be standard and consistent, backed by a consensus of key stakeholders and based on the best knowledge available at the time. Ideally, these messages should be developed as part of a multi-stakeholder effort, supported by a national platform on disaster risk reduction and/or sanctioned by the national disaster management agency.

This publication contributes to a process of harmonized key messaging that will be later used to develop national and local standardized messaging. Similar examples of this effort include Talking About Disasters (developed by the Coalition for Disaster Education in North America and hosted by American Red Cross) and Working from the Same Page: Consistent messages for CDEM developed by the Ministry of Civil Defence and Emergency Management in New Zealand.
The importance of consistent messaging

Research indicates that effective public education for DRR requires sustained repetition of the same messages. If messages are contradictory, inconsistent or unclear, the result is confusion, apathy, mistrust and inaction. We also know that people look for messages to be confirmed by a wide variety of authorities. So, we need to outline and articulate a broad base of key messages, and to harmonize these messages universally, while expecting and allowing for variations for different contexts, languages, cultures and means.

Safety and resilience requires dramatic behaviour changes – these only become possible when the public can see that ‘everyone is doing it.’ For behavioural change messages to catch hold, people need to understand the reasons for carrying out specific measures and feel not only convinced of their effectiveness but capable of implementing them.

Donors and governments are increasingly expecting harmonized messages from non-governmental organization (NGO) and government partners engaged in disaster reduction projects. However, it can be a challenge to convert the key points from a lengthy list into a hierarchy of messages, with a limited number of memorable key steps. Guidance needs to be clear, concise and scientifically sound (evidence based), with an emphasis on positive action and effectiveness. The approval of key messages by government authorities makes it easy to gain the cooperation of broadcast media for dissemination of appropriate messages before, during and after emergencies and disasters (see, for example, the OASIS CAP messages explained on p.58).

National Societies and their partners are strongly encouraged to work with stakeholders to adapt harmonized national and local versions of these messages. The adaptations themselves will be needed to illustrate, fill out and explain the core concepts. We may find that it is not possible – or even desirable – to seek a single universal set of standardized messages. However, harmonizing the key messages will establish a foundation that national stakeholders can build on to standardize messages for their own contexts.
There are two recent examples at an international scale: Community-Based Health and First Aid modules have been adopted or approved by health authorities as core materials for public education in health and first aid. Also the Participatory Approach for Safe Shelter Awareness and Integrated Neighbourhood Approach initiatives (for example, in Port-au-Prince, Haiti) have been introduced in urban contexts.

Examples of consensus-based harmonized messaging

There are several good examples of consensus-based harmonized messaging that involve key government departments, scientific and civil society partners, as well as National Societies, including:

- **Central Asia** – National Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies have co-produced or co-logoed important public education materials along with Ministries of Emergencies, leading scientific and technical institutes, donors, and a host of other local and international non-governmental organizations (INGOs).

- **Caribbean** – Seasonal public education for hurricane preparedness is presented jointly by National Societies and their respective governments.

- **Indonesia** – The wide-ranging Consortium for Disaster Education has collaborated with its broad stakeholder membership to present standardized programmes to schools and community groups, to share the work and make sure that everyone receives the same messages.

- **Central America** – Public education and vulnerability and capacity assessment guidance is consistently conveyed across the region through harmonized modules (“better be ready”) shared by National Societies, IGO and NGO partners and some government agencies.

- **South Asia** – A template for Standardized First Aid Kits has incorporated inputs from National Societies as well as a wide range of governments, experts and field practitioners.
Advocates of DRR agree that disaster preparedness is everyone’s responsibility and involves many different actions. The key messages presented in Part 2 are meant for everyone, from the smallest units of social organization: individuals, households and families. The core set of common messages, in Section A, addresses all-hazards household and family disaster planning. This section contains the guidance that everyone needs to know, to address all manner of hazards, including guidance for household fires, as well as general messages for early warning and evacuation in response to various hazards.

Section B presents additional hazard-specific messages that supplement the generic information in Section A, without duplicating the same instructions.

In order to organize and simplify a limited but fairly comprehensive set of messages, a rough typology of hazards is used to identify those that occur together and that call for common sets of interventions (see the Appendix). The priorities selected were:

- earthquakes
- floods
- tropical cyclones (referred to in different regions as cyclones, hurricanes or typhoons)
- wildfires
- pandemics
- drought.

Field practitioners have recommended expanding on these messages. The following are priorities for expansion:

- storms (including lightning, tornadoes and snow, ice or hail)
- release of chemical, biological, radiological or nuclear materials
- landslides, debris flows and glacial breakout
- tsunami and tidal surges
- volcanic eruption
- cold waves and heat waves
- climate change.
The framework and structure of the messages

In the past, disaster prevention education provided the public with long, prescriptive checklists of recommendations. Unfortunately, this approach to public communication had two key weaknesses. First, it did not help people to think things through for themselves. Second, it did not link actions at home with actions at work or school, at the local community level, or through public policy.

The messages presented in Part 2 are structured in a way that helps people to think about the issues and problem solve for themselves. The framework for the messages is more clearly linked to the activities that take place in other levels of society, so that action taken at home logically connects with advocacy for action through work, school, community and governance.

We have avoided two of the most common approaches – ‘before, during, after' and ‘do’s and don’ts'. In the former, the use of time sequence is misleading, since virtually all of the activities need to take place before an event occurs. The second approach provides only two very long lists to memorize, and the positive–negative structure does not help readers to recall the main ideas.

The framework used here is based on scientific analytical research. This research highlights three logical and consistent spheres of activity that emerge from a wide mix of household hazard adjustment activities:

• assessing risks as well as planning activities to reduce and/or respond to identified risks
• taking risk reduction measures to make built and natural environments safer
• developing response capacity, through learning skills and storing provisions.

Looking beyond household hazard adjustment to consider the wider range of disaster reduction activities suggested at micro and macro levels, these same spheres of activity still apply. Indeed, risk reduction outcomes require action in all three of these areas, and at every level of society. The key messages in Section 2 are structured to correspond to these findings, with each area of activity set out under these three categories, shortened to the following headings:

• assessing and planning
• mitigating risks
• preparing to respond.

Cutting across all these efforts is the need to consider all members of households and communities, from the youngest to the oldest and including women and men, girls and boys, recognizing their individual access and functional needs, and those of the animals in their care.

Selecting and adapting the key messages

Advocates and practitioners are often struck by major differences between the advice given for urban areas and that for rural communities, or between guidance for those with access to economic and social resources versus advice for those without.

---

For this reason, it is important to consider each action and ask whether it needs to be adapted to the local context. For example, you may find that some of the key messages set out in Part 2 do not mention some valuable indigenous knowledge. Others may conflict with cultural norms in your region. Where this occurs, it is important to reflect carefully and use problem-solving skills to consider how to adapt the guidance to your context, rather than rejecting the message completely.

### Adapting key messages: example

The advice to keep a pair of hard-soled shoes by one’s bed in earthquake-prone areas stems from the evidence that after nighttime earthquakes, the majority of avoidable injuries are to feet and legs, caused by walking on broken objects and debris. In the aftermath of an earthquake, removing a piece of glass from a foot requires scarce medical resources that are better used in life-saving activities. The injured person would be better off being able to help others, rather than being a victim themselves.

Yet, in many cultures, shoes are left by the door. In many places, it is presumptuous to assume that people have an extra pair of shoes to leave by the bed, or perhaps any shoes at all. Nevertheless, knowing the consequences of not finding shoes by the bed, it would be best to work with end users of the guidance to determine how to adapt the advice in order to be culturally acceptable, and to prevent avoidable injuries.

To help with this process, for each set of messages set out in Part 2, the left column shows the core concept or message, which seeks to be as universal as possible. The right column presents operational details that may be context specific – the very precise information needed to achieve a given action.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key messages</th>
<th>Context-specific details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core concept</td>
<td>Operational details that may be context specific</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The hope is that through the validation process recommended here, it will be possible to assemble a richer resource to share as a global tool.

Advocates and practitioners are often struck by major differences between advice for urban vs. rural areas and between guidance for those with and without access to economic and social resources. Some very valuable indigenous knowledge may not be reflected in the details assembled so far. Some pieces of advice may seem to conflict with cultural norms and require serious reflection and problem-solving before rejecting something completely.
Using a participatory process

When it comes to consensus-based adaptation and localization, it is important to follow good practice. A deeply considered broad participatory process, with expert input, will yield a set of messages that everyone feels able to accept and can promote jointly and consistently for some time to come. The steps below explain how to adapt and localize key messages.

**Step-by-step guide: adapting and localizing key messages**

**STEP 1:** Select and state the geographic region for which you are adapting the key messages. If the messages have been adapted first for national application (which is ideal) – perhaps with urban and rural versions – then these can form the basis for any necessary sub-national adaptations on these. In some situations it may be effective to start with state or provincial versions to get the process started.

**STEP 2:** Select the target language for your messages. If possible, also produce an English-language version.

**STEP 3:** Have a translation drafted. Work in close consultation with a bilingual expert who is familiar with the subject matter. Seek conceptual rather than literal equivalents. Have the translation reviewed by a couple of trusted bilingual speakers who are familiar with local and international risk-related terminology.

Invite a large cross-section of key stakeholders to nominate trusted representatives to participate in a one or two day workshop to select and adapt the messages. These may include:

- National Red Cross Red Crescent Society and partner organizations involved in the validation project
- National Disaster Management Organization or National Platform for DRR
- key academic and scientific institutions and government agencies
- other NGOs and INGOs leading in public education for DRR.

Plan the workshop agenda, to include:

- an overview and introduction to the purpose, scope and framework of the key messages
- selecting and adapting key messages for household and family disaster prevention
- selecting and adapting key messages for selected specific hazards, as relevant
- refer workshop outcomes to a small group of three or four people to finalize the key messages.

**STEP 4:** Use participatory processes to develop a localized set of key messages. (For one idea of how to do this, see the activity [below].) Select the most relevant key messages, refine them and add to them. Ask the adaptation team to consider how relevant and applicable each key message is, as well as the context-specific details. Ask them to make sure they understand the reasoning behind each one, or to identify any questions that might require further research.

**STEP 5:** Assign a small and trusted team to finalize the messages

**STEP 6:** Co-publish the agreed messages to communicate consensus. Each partner should add their logo to the document to show their support. Encourage partners to try communicating them in a variety of ways, and to test the messages for uptake and impact and report back with the results, so that the messages can be further improved in the future.

**STEP 7:** Plan to review and revise the messages every two or three years.
Activity: making participatory messages fun and flexible

Reproduce the messages in a large format and hang them around the walls of the room. Give participants stickers in three colours and ask them to mark all messages that they consider mandatory (‘must’) in one colour, advisable (‘should’) in a second colour, and desirable (‘may’) in a third colour.

Take the messages off the walls and divide them into three sections:
- assessment and planning
- mitigating physical and environmental risks
- preparing to respond.

Divide the participants into small groups and ask them to work, in rotation, on each set of messages, using the coloured markers to come to a consensus on which messages ‘must’, ‘should’ or ‘may’ be recommended. Then ask them to use sticky notes to add further refinements to wording, and add to the messages.

In Part 1 we have seen the importance of key messages, the need to harmonize them, and how to use them. We now go on to Part 2 itself, which sets out key messages for all-hazards household and family disaster prevention, followed by key hazard-specific messages.
Part 2: Key messages
A. Key messages for all-hazards household and family disaster prevention

This section sets out foundation messages that are considered common for all-hazards preparedness. Specific messages relating to drought, earthquakes, floods, tropical cyclones, pandemics and wildfires are presented in Section B.

The better each household can plan ahead, reduce its risks (through structural, non-structural, infrastructural and environmental measures), develop response skills and store response provisions, the greater its resilience will be. By following this guidance, households and families can protect themselves, bounce back quickly, and contribute to the rapid recovery of their community. Each household can be part of the solution, rather than part of the problem. This work starts with each and every one of us.

All-hazards household and family disaster prevention in a nutshell

- Find out what could happen. Stay informed.
- Make a household disaster and emergency plan, considering everyone in your household.
- Reduce structural, non-structural and environmental risks in and around your home.
- Learn response skills and practise your plan.
- Prepared response provisions to survive for about a week. Prepare evacuation bags.
- Work together with your workplace, schools, neighbours and local community to assess your risks, plan to reduce them, and prepare to respond.
### ASSESS AND PLAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY MESSAGES</th>
<th>CONTEXT-SPECIFIC DETAILS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Assess your risks where you live, work, study and play** | - Learn about potential hazards, local emergency plans and communications and warning systems in your community.  
- Identify hazards and vulnerabilities in your home and surroundings.  
- Learn about the contact information, roles and responsibilities of government agencies in assessing and reducing risks, issuing early warnings and planning for response.  
- Learn who is likely to be most exposed to different hazards, where and why.  
- Expect the unexpected! |
| **Make a plan** | - Include all household and extended family members in your planning process.  
- Meet with household and family members to discuss your vulnerabilities and plan for the specific risks you face.  
- Determine what actions are needed to reduce risks and identify what resources and help you will need.  
- Plan the steps you will take to protect yourselves, to communicate, reunite and recover.  
- Decide who will do what, when and how it will get it done.  
- Practise and update your plan regularly, to reduce your risks and to prepare for those you cannot eliminate. |
| **Assess individual capabilities and needs** | - Identify each person’s individual needs and capacities. Consider all ages and functional needs – especially those related to communication and mobility.  
- Being prepared is everyone’s responsibility. You can make the difference! |
| **Consider access and functional needs and create and prepare a support network** | - Consider the access and functional needs of each member of your household during a disaster. If anyone will need help, for any reason, plan now for a network of neighbours, friends, and co-workers to provide assistance during an emergency.  
- Use your imagination and your network to problem solve.  
- Make sure your network knows how to operate any personal equipment that you may need in case of emergency. |
| **Make plans to reunite** | - Agree on safe meeting places inside the house, outside the house and outside the neighbourhood.  
- Pre-authorize emergency contacts for school and childcare pick-ups.  
- Decide on primary and back-up out-of-area contacts to act as an information centre for your household or family. |
| **Keep emergency contact and health information available** | - Make emergency contact and health information cards for each household member, to be carried at all times (especially for children when they are away from home or school, and for anyone with particular access or functional needs).  
- Put a copy where it can easily be found in a disaster or emergency, and share it with your support network. |
| **Know your building exit routes** | - Identify your exits, and consider the safest exit routes in case of different types of hazards.  
- Keep exit pathways clear.  
- Identify a safe place away from your building (home, work, school). |
| **Make hazard-specific plans about whether to stay or go and where to shelter** | - For different hazards and circumstances, you may have anything from several days of early warning to none at all. Discuss the various possible scenarios, and decide on your safe spaces – the best shelter and/or evacuation options – for each circumstance.  
- Prepare those safe spaces, whether in your home, outside or away from home. |
### Learn and participate in your community’s early warning systems
- Learn your community’s early warning systems. If your community does not have one, help to develop one, taking care that the messages will be received and understood by everyone – especially the most vulnerable.
- Take warnings seriously, even if they are frequent. Be alert for changes in circumstances, as risks may have increased since the early warning information was originally issued.
- Follow evacuation instructions without hesitation.
- Do not return home until local authorities say it is safe to do so.

### Make an evacuation plan: know your shelter destination, evacuation route and transportation method
- Identify safe places where you can go if you need shelter or must evacuate. Everyone in your household should know where to go, and where to meet if they have to leave.
- Plan alternate evacuation routes and methods, and practise your routes.
- Work with your network to determine your transportation method if evacuation is necessary.
- Ask your local emergency manager about community plans for directed evacuation and transportation options.

### Learn the location of shelter, safe havens or temporary housing
- Arrange for temporary housing with relatives or friends far from the threatened area.
- Learn the locations of shelters or safe havens for your community, and check to see that any special needs can be met. If these are not known in advance, find out how you will locate a shelter.
- Plan ahead to re-unite there, without detour or delay.

### Keep copies of important personal documents
- Keep copies of your important personal documents in your evacuation bag, out-of-area-contact, safe deposit box, and electronically (e.g., hard disk or memory stick).

### Include pets, service animals and livestock in your planning
- Plan how to take care of your animals.
- Use collar tags, microchips or tattoos to identify animals if they are lost. Take a picture with your pet.
- Keep vaccinations and records up to date, and take these details with you when evacuating.
- Identify in advance how and where you can arrange for temporary shelters.

### Pool your financial risks
- If possible, buy insurance or set up a self-insurance pool with a large group. Check that coverage includes all the hazards you face, and make a complete inventory of your property, kept in a safe, out-of-area location.

### Expand your circles. Continue your planning and plan with your neighbours and communities
- Know your neighbours.
- Learn about your emergency and disaster plans at school and at work.
- Get involved with workplace, school and community organizations, teams or projects to support ongoing assessment of vulnerabilities and capacities, planning, risk reduction and response-preparedness activities.
- Share what you have learned.

---

### MITIGATE RISKS: physical or environmental

#### KEY MESSAGES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assess your risks where you live, work, study and play</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Learn about potential hazards, local emergency plans, communications and warning systems in your community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Identify hazards and vulnerabilities in your home and surroundings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Learn about the contact information, roles and responsibilities of government agencies in assessing and reducing risks, issuing early warnings and planning for response.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Learn who is likely to be most exposed to different hazards, where and why.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Expect the unexpected!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A. Key messages for all-hazards household and family disaster prevention

| **Know your building** | • Know the structural type of your home (e.g., wood frame, confined masonry, reinforced concrete, adobe, steel, traditional wattle and daub, or rubble fill).  
• Learn local regulations on land use, construction, remodelling, landscape maintenance, fire safety and disposal of debris.  
• Consider having your building evaluated by a professional structural design engineer, if possible.  
• Building codes are specific to the time when your building was constructed, and modern standards may be higher. Retrofitting may be advisable.  
• Learn about options to make your home safe from the hazards you face. |
|---|---|
| **Construct your home in a safe place in compliance with building regulations** | • Consider possible hazards before selecting the site for your home.  
• Learn about your area’s building codes before you begin construction.  
• Design, build and maintain your home in accordance with building regulations and best international and local practices, to protect from ground movement, wind, water and severe weather. |
| **Take annual home maintenance measures to keep your home safe** | • Carry out an annual check to identify and correct conditions that make you more vulnerable to fire, ground movement, wind, water and severe weather.  
• Be sure that windows can be opened from the inside and that exits and emergency exits are not blocked.  
• Clear fire hazards.  
• Inspect and repair electrical systems.  
• Clean gutters and drains.  
• Service all heating appliances and chimneys.  
• Replace smoke alarm batteries. |
| **Practise home fire prevention** | • Do not permit smoking in bed or when lying down.  
• Keep matches, lighters and flammable or combustible products away from children and from heat sources.  
• Never leave a fire or candle burning unattended.  
• Avoid overloading electrical circuits.  
• Check wiring in your home, repairing broken electrical cords, frayed or exposed wires or loose plugs. Do not run electrical cords under carpets.  
• Check and maintain connections on devices that run on gas.  
• Keep stove and heater areas clear of flammables.  
• Install working smoke detectors in sleeping areas and at each level in your home.  
• Dispose of ashes in a metal container and soaked with water.  
• Use heaters certified for safety and follow manufacturers’ directions.  
• Do not use kitchen ovens for home heating.  
• Do not operate or refuel electrical generators indoors. |
| **Store hazardous materials safely** | • Limit, isolate, eliminate and separate hazardous materials.  
• Store poisons and flammable products securely in closed, latched metal cabinets to prevent accidental fires, toxic combinations and hazardous materials release. |
| **Protect your domestic animals and livestock** | • Make sure any out-buildings, pastures or corrals are protected in the same way as your home. |
| **Practise good hygiene and sanitation** | • Wash hands well, using soap and water or sand.  
• Use toilets or other sanitary methods to dispose of human waste.  
• Do not defecate in the open air or near water sources.  
• Protect water and food supplies from contamination. |
| **Protect your environment** | • Conserve precious environmental resources: reduce, reuse and recycle.  
• Monitor and reduce your energy and water use. |
# PREPARE TO RESPOND: developing skills

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY MESSAGES</th>
<th>CONTEXT-SPECIFIC DETAILS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Learn how to turn off your utilities** | • Learn where, when and how to turn off utilities (water, gas and electricity).  
• Ensure there is a clear path to access utilities easily in case of emergency.  
• Where appropriate, install automatic shut-off valves.  
• If you need to, keep a wrench or other tools available to access or shut off utilities. |
| **In case of power outage, take fire precautions** | • If there is a power outage for any reason, extinguish all flames and never light any flame (including cigarettes, matches or candles) after a disaster.  
• Use only battery-powered lanterns, torches/flashlights until you are sure there is no danger of escaping gas or spilt fuel. |
| **Learn how to react to fire** | • If possible, remove anyone in immediate danger.  
• Make sure that doors and windows are closed, to confine fire and smoke.  
• Alert others to the fire and activate any fire alarm systems.  
• Call the emergency fire service for help.  
• Try to extinguish small fires using appropriate tools. |
| **Extinguish small fires** | • Extinguish small fires within the first two minutes of ignition by depriving them of fuel, air or heat.  
• Put a fire extinguisher (ABC), bucket of sand or fire blanket in place and learn how to use it. Remember to have your fire extinguisher maintained.  
• Before you fight the fire, keep your back to your escape route and stand 1.8–2.5m (6–8ft) away from the fire. If possible, have a helper immediately behind you for safety.  
• Practise ‘PASS’: Pull the pin. Aim at the base of the flame. Squeeze the handle. Sweep at the base of the fire.  
• In case of a stove-top fire, cover the burning pan with a fire blanket or damp (not wet) cloth and lid, take it off the burner, and leave it covered for at least an hour.  
• Never use water or foam extinguishers on an oil or an electrical fire. |
| **Use the correct fire extinguisher for the situation** | • Use the proper extinguisher:  
  1. **Pressurized water** for Class A ordinary fires, such as burning wood, paper, cardboard, plastics and textiles.  
  2. **Carbon dioxide** for Class B flammable liquids, such as burning oil, gasoline, paint and grease and Class C energized circuits, such as electrical or computer fires.  
  3. **Dry chemical powder** for fires in Class A, B or C. |
| **Know what to do if you see fire or smell smoke** | • If you smell smoke or see a fire, alert others, get out quickly, assist others, and call for help.  
• If there is smoke in the room, follow the advice ‘Get down low and go, go, go’. Inhaling smoke or toxic gases kills many more people than burns do. Feel the door knob and space around the door with back of your hand, but do not open it if it feels hot. As you exit each space, close doors and windows and turn off appliances.  
• Use a damp cloth over your nose and mouth to reduce fume inhalation when you are evacuating or waiting for rescue.  
• If you are on fire ‘Stop, drop and roll’ to extinguish the flames. If someone else is on fire, make them do the same.  
• If you cannot get out, close the doors and stay down low, opening a window a little to signal for help. Protect your hands and face with wet cloths. Place a wet towel at bottom of door to prevent smoke from entering the room. |
### Respond to early warnings
- Stay alert for emergency warnings, and respond immediately.
- Know the alarm system that will be used and practise your response. Know your emergency exit choices.
- If you are advised to evacuate, leave immediately.
- Take your pets or service animals with you if possible.
- Don’t forget your evacuation bag, with copies of personal documents.
- Secure your belongings if you have time.

### Learn first aid
- Learn first aid skills. Make sure that at least one member of your household is trained in first aid.
- Practise and update your first aid knowledge every year.

### Practise regular emergency drills
- Conduct or participate in emergency evacuation drills (including at home) at least twice a year.
- Conduct or participate in other hazard drills, including full response simulation, at least once a year.
- Be sure to include all members of household in practice drills.

### Respond to the needs of your animals
- If you have animals, evacuate early with them or make sure any outbuildings, pastures or corrals are protected.
- If you must leave animals behind, do not leave them tied or shut in buildings. Leave dry food.

### Use telephones only for emergencies
- Keep all phone use to an absolute minimum. Use them only to request outside assistance for physical injury and damage. Otherwise, leave phone lines open for emergencies.
- Learn the phone numbers for reporting fire and other emergencies. Keep these by your phone or programmed into the handset.
- Keep your mobile phone with you. Minimize use to conserve batteries.
- Use short text messaging rather than voice, and only to convey vital emergency information rather than to satisfy curiosity.
- Send just one short message via mobile phone to report your status to your out-of-area contact. Learn emergency hash tags for emergency social messaging.

### Maintain communication
- Make sure street signs and house numbers are clearly marked so that emergency responders can help you.

### Stay informed
- Listen to a portable battery-operated radio or television for emergency information and safety instructions.
- Know the frequency of your local emergency-alarm radio station.

### Familiarize yourself with household water-treatment methods to purify water
- If the water source is not clean or water is not stored properly, carry out water treatment procedures at the household level.
- First strain water through fine clean cotton is an important first step. Follow by disinfection, sedimentation or filtration.

### After hazard impact, help those around you
- First, check your own security and safety, followed by that of those immediately around you, before moving or going to help others.
- Check yourself and others for injuries. Do not try to move anyone who is seriously injured unless they are in immediate danger of death or further injury.
- If you must move someone who is unconscious, first stabilize their neck and back and then get help.
- If the person is not breathing, carefully position them so they are lying flat on the floor with their chin tilted slightly up, clear the airway, close their nose, and administer rescue breaths via protected mouth.
- Maintain normal body temperature (not too cold or too hot) and raise legs by about 20–30cm (7–12in), above the heart.
- Stop bleeding only by using pressure and elevation, not by tourniquet.
### After hazard impact, check for damage

- **Gas:** Check for leaks. If you smell gas, hear a blowing or hissing noise or see a broken gas line, open a window and get everyone outside and away from the area quickly. Seek professional help. Extinguish all flames, and do not light flames of any kind. Do not touch electrical switches.

- **Electricity:** If your body or the equipment is in contact with water, do not touch electrical circuits or equipment. Do not touch damaged electrical wires or items in contact with them. If possible, turn off electricity at the main fuse box and check for damage. If the power is out, turn off and unplug major appliances to protect them from a power surge when electricity is restored. If the situation is unsafe, leave and call for help.

- **Sewage:** If you suspect damage to the sewage system, avoid using toilets and tap water. Have septic tanks serviced regularly.

- **Water:** If you suspect damage, turn off the main water valve. Avoid using water, except from undamaged water heaters or ice cubes made before the hazard impact.

- **Spills:** Clean up spills carefully. Place containers in a well-ventilated area. Keep combustible liquids away from heat sources. Pay special attention to flammable liquids such as gasoline, paint thinner or lighter fluid.

### After hazard impact, take care of yourself

- Keep with you any critical health information with you – especially if you have diabetes, heart disease or need any regular life-sustaining or behaviour-controlling medications or devices.
- Prevent exhaustion. Pace yourself, rest and sleep.
- Drink plenty of clean water. Eat as well as circumstances allow.
- Wear protective shoes, clothing and gloves.
- If you are working in debris, wash your hands thoroughly with soap and water.

### After hazard impact, support response, clean-up and recovery

- Help to speed up recovery by showing solidarity with your neighbours and working together in an organized way.
- Volunteer in local disaster response, assisting with:
  - opening blocked emergency transportation routes
  - checking for damage to water, sewage, gas and electrical lines and reporting these
  - first aid
  - fire suppression (for example, through bucket forming line to pass water buckets)
  - logistics support to professional responders (for example, cutting wood for search and rescue in building collapse)
  - creating shelter
  - preparing and distributing water and food
  - supervising children
  - attending to escaped pets
  - creating sanitary and private pit toilets
  - making sure that shelter, water, sanitation, and food distribution is accessible to people with various access and functional needs.

### After hazard impact, support each other

- Under abnormal conditions, sadness, grief, anger and a wide range of unusual behaviours are considered normal. Try to be flexible and to understand that everyone has different needs and ways of coping.
- Reduce stress by spending time with loved ones, talking and taking care of yourself.
- Be aware of children’s behaviour changes and needs.
- Return children to normal recreational and educational activities as soon as possible.
- Work together to return to normal routines, roles and responsibilities.
- Organize or participate in memorials, if this feels helpful.
- Continue to practise preparedness together.
### A. Key messages for all-hazards household and family disaster prevention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY MESSAGES</th>
<th>CONTEXT-SPECIFIC DETAILS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Check your phones | • Make sure you have at least one non-electric, non-cordless landline phone in case of power outage.  
• For mobile phones, keep an extra battery or manual or solar charger available. |
| Store water and food | • Store enough clean water and non-perishable food to survive for about a week. Twenty-five to thirty litres (seven gallons) for each household member. About half of this is for drinking or cooking and half for sanitation.  
• Keep the water in clean, closed containers. |
| Store response provisions at home, work and school | • Keep the following disaster provisions in a secure place – outside your home, where possible:  
  − emergency contact information and copies of vital records  
  − Twenty-five litres (seven gallons) per person. This is sufficient for survival for one person for one week based on an estimated two litres (half a gallon) for drinking and two for sanitation. Include allocations for pets and service animals. Replace every six months.  
  − enough non-perishable food to last for at least seven days. Remember infant and other special dietary needs and pets or service animals. (Check expiry dates every six months)  
  − first aid kit and prescription medications  
  − dust mask to filter contaminated air  
  − torch/flashlight – either solar or wind-up, or with extra batteries.  
  − plastic bags and ties for personal sanitation  
  − liquid bleach for water purification  
  − plastic sheeting and duct tape to seal windows and doors for hazardous materials release  
  − paper and markers  
  − multi-purpose pocket knife tool  
  − matches  
  − a whistle, to signal for help  
  − a telephone with extra battery or power storage  
  − clothing and toiletries, including rain gear, a change of underclothing, sturdy shoes and work gloves  
  − bedding and towels  
  − personal items to meet the needs of each household member including assistive devices such as spectacles. |
| Prepare a ‘go bag’ for evacuation | • Pack evacuation bags containing:  
  − emergency water and high-energy food  
  − communication equipment such as a portable radio (solar wind up, or with extra batteries)  
  − first aid supplies and prescription medications  
  − tools including a torch/flashlight (solar, wind up or with extra batteries) multi-purpose tool, matches  
  − clothing, including rain gear, a change of underclothing, sturdy shoes and work gloves  
  − emergency blanket  
  − personal toiletries and items such as assistive devices  
  − emergency contact information and copies of vital records  
  − cash.  
• Take this bag when you evacuate. |
### After power outage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>throw away contaminated food and water</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Check refrigerated food for spoilage. If in doubt, throw it out.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Avoid drinking or preparing food using water that may be contaminated.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Purify water

<p>| |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Even if water looks clean, it may be contaminated. If it is of questionable purity, carry out the following steps:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Remove solids by filtering the water through a cloth or letting it settle and pour it into a clean container.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Boil the water for at least one minute or until large bubbles appear, then let it cool.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Add bleach, mix well, and let stand for 30 minutes (one drop of bleach per litre of water, eight drops per gallon, or one capful per 20-litre jerry can).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Alternatively, place water in a clean, transparent plastic or glass bottle and lay it in direct sunlight for six hours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• In all cases, store water in a clean, closed container.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This section is divided into key messages for six specific types of hazard:

- drought
- earthquakes
- floods
- pandemics
- tropical cyclones
- wildfires.

These are intended to supplement the general key messages provided in Section A.

**Key messages for DROUGHT**

Please note that the foundation messages are contained in *Key Messages for All-Hazards Household and Family Disaster Planning*. Separate messages are also available for earthquakes, floods, pandemics, tropical cyclones, and wildfires.

A drought is a slow-onset phenomenon consisting of a prolonged period of abnormally low rainfall, snowfall or snowmelt that results in reduced groundwater, surface water and/or reservoir levels. The shortages of water for drinking, sanitation and irrigation have an impact on ability to sustain agriculture, livestock and livelihoods, and can lead to food insecurity, spread of disease, malnutrition and starvation, migration and dislocation, and economic losses. Drought can also adversely affect power generation, transportation and commercial or industrial needs.

Periods of abnormal dryness are a normal, recurrent feature of climate, and are often predictable. However, they are also impacted by the human land-use degradation, dam construction and climate change. Vulnerability is made worse by the following factors:

- population pressures
- food insecurity
- economic systems that are strictly dependent on rain-fed agriculture
- poor infrastructure including irrigation, water supply and sanitation systems
- health conditions
- seasonality
- absence of warning systems
- other concurrent economic and political conditions.
## ASSESS AND PLAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY MESSAGES</th>
<th>CONTEXT-SPECIFIC DETAILS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Be informed                                           | • Learn about monthly, seasonal and long-term weather outlooks and what they may mean in your area.  
• Understand the optimal weather conditions for different agricultural practices and water requirements, and compare with current practices.  
• Find out about communication channels for early warning about drought in your community.                                                                 |
| Work with your neighbours and community to present drought impacts | • Participate in community risk mapping, capacity mapping and drought monitoring.  
• Work with local authorities to develop a drought mitigation plan.  
• Work with local water suppliers to develop a water conservation plan.                                                                                           |
| Participate in planning for rationing of water and food | • Plan for an initial basic ration of food equivalent to about 2,100 calories per person per day. The food ration should be as simple as possible, to include:  
  - a basic staple such as rice, corn, wheat flour or corn–soy blend)  
  - a concentrated source of energy (oil or another fat)  
  - a concentrated source of protein, such as beans, peas, lentils.*  
• Learn about the most vulnerable people in your community, including who and where they are and how you can help them. |
| Approach water as a community resource, and plan accordingly | • Work with local authorities wherever possible to plan for and reduce the impacts of water shortages.  
• Identify water resources and learn how to conserve and extend them.  
• Plan your own land use with water conservation in mind.                                                                                                       |
| Assess epidemic risks and plan for prevention          | • Stay in contact with your primary health care providers and learn about:  
  - how to keep water clean or purify it  
  - good sanitation and hygiene practices  
  - available immunization programmes  
  - airborne, water-borne or vector-borne risks you may face  
  - what kinds of information to communicate.                                                                                                                   |
| Plan to improve your household food security           | • Buy crop insurance.  
• Plant backyard gardens.  
• Set up seed banks.  
• Store food for use during scarcity.  
• Look for alternative sources of income to fill the food gap.  
• Monitor the grazing and fodder situation for livestock.                                                                                                       |

## MITIGATE RISKS: physical and environmental

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY MESSAGES</th>
<th>CONTEXT-SPECIFIC DETAILS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participate in community water resource management</td>
<td>• Protect water catchment areas from evaporation and contamination (for example, by pesticides), and minimize waste.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Prevent deforestation and practise reforestation                | • Protect water catchment areas from deforestation.  
• Re-forest water catchment areas.                                                                                                                                |
| **Conserve water in soil through sustainable agriculture and landscaping practices** | • Plant trees – especially species that need little water – and mulch around them.
• Use mulching and other crop covers to capture or retain water and reduce evaporation.
• Recycle irrigation water.
• Avoid waste of irrigation water due to poor-quality irrigation canals.
• Identify and cultivate early maturing, drought-tolerant crops.
• Reduce run-off and improve rainwater infiltration by planting barriers such as vetiver, lemongrass or agave.
• Implement crop diversification and inter-cropping to improve yields by having plants complement and support each other.
• Avoid slash and burn agriculture.
• Practise conservation agriculture. This involves:
  – ensuring minimum mechanical soil disturbance (‘no-till’ techniques) to maintain minerals, stop erosion and prevent water loss
  – managing topsoil to create permanent organic soil cover, allowing for growth of organisms
  – practising crop rotation with more than two species.
• Increase soil fertility and water retention by using animal compost and plant manures to add nutrients and organic matter to soil.
• Replace sprinkler systems with drip irrigation, applied close to plant roots to prevent waste.
• Use a soil moisture indicator to see when watering is needed. Water the garden or ground cover early in the day, and not on windy days.
• Lay green driveways and water-permeable asphalt rather than concrete. |
| **Conserve water by minimizing outdoor usage** | • Inspect pipes and outdoor taps for leaks, and repair them.
• Store water at the household level.
• Cover wells to reduce evaporation.
• Harvest rainwater in above-ground or below-ground tanks. (Note: the water may need purification treatment before it is safe to drink.)
• Use alternatives to water (for example, sand for washing).
• Avoid over-grazing and manage the stocking rate.
• Recycle household ‘grey water’ for toilet, and for irrigation and home gardens.
• Recycle fish tank water for plants.
• Reduce water consumption by landscaping with low-water plants and rock gardens. In rainy conditions, turn off automatic sprinklers.
• Conserve water outdoors by cleaning pathways with a broom (not water), washing cars with a bucket, and covering pools to reduce evaporation.
• Insulate hot water pipes.
• Where livestock use the same source as people, explore alternative methods of water usage. |
| **Conserve water by minimizing indoor usage** | • Inspect pipes, taps and toilets for leaks, and repair them.
• Conserve running water at home. For example:
  – Turn off taps when brushing teeth or shaving.
  – Take shorter showers.
  – Install aerating taps and low-flow showerheads.
  – Clean vegetables in a basin rather than under running water.
  – Clean greasy hands with waterless hand cleaner.
  – Install composting toilets or low-volume toilets, or place a brick or sealed bag of water into toilet cistern to reduce flush water.
  – Wash dishes using two basins rather than doing it under running water.
  – In washing machines, match the load setting to amount of laundry, or wash full loads only. |
| **Protect yourself in your home** | • Close windows and doors to keep heat outside.
• Create natural ventilation flows inside the house.
• Drink plenty of water.
• Limit use of fire stoves and cookers. |
### PREPARE TO RESPOND: develop skills and store provisions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY MESSAGES</th>
<th>CONTEXT-SPECIFIC DETAILS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Stockpile essential foods** | - Consider which of the following three levels of food security or insecurity you may face:  
  - self-sufficient  
  - food insecure  
  - food and livelihoods insecure. |
| **Preserve and store food year round** | - Preserve and store dry food, tinned food and grains that last 3–12 months.  
  - Store dried yeast, sugar, jams, chutneys, sauces, tea leaves, peanut butter and biscuits.  
  - Store products to produce fresh food at home, such as: yoghurt (milk powder, water and yoghurt culture), herbs, germinated seeds (bean sprouts, onion seeds). |
| **Learn principles of good nutrition** | - In average conditions, an adult should drink about two litres of water per day, although this amount may increase or decrease under different conditions.  
  - Plan for a basic food ration equivalent to about 2,100 calories per person per day. This should be as simple as possible, to include:  
    - a basic staple such as rice, corn, wheat flour or corn–soy blend  
    - a concentrated source of energy (oil or another fat)  
    - a concentrated source of protein, such as legumes (beans, peas, lentils).*  
  - Learn about the most vulnerable people in your community, including who and where they are and how you can help them.  
  - Expand diets by cultivating foods in backyard gardens and foraging.  
  - For good nutrition, eat from each of these four food groups, every day:  
    - **Group 1**  
      - dried vegetables and fruits  
      - tinned/canned vegetables and fruits  
      - bottled vegetables and fruits  
      - vegetable and fruit juices  
      - dried herbs  
      - tomato paste  
      - products that can be stored (in the cool and dark) for a relatively long time, such as garlic, onions, potatoes, apples, citrus fruits, carrots and cabbage.  
    - **Group 2**  
      - peas, beans and lentils  
      - tinned/canned beans  
      - milk powder (full fat)* or evaporated or long-life milk  
      - cheese that does not require refrigeration  
      - dried meat and dried fish  
      - tinned/canned meat and fish.  
    - **Group 3**  
      - grains such as sorghum, millet, rice, corn or wheat  
      - cassava, yam or plantain  
      - pasta, cereals or flour  
      - bread of all kinds  
      - crackers  
      - noodles  
      - instant products, such as dried mashed potato.  
    - **Group 4**  
      - oil  
      - seeds, including sesame and sunflower.  
  - If no fresh food is available, vitamin supplements are recommended.  
  - Use salt and condiments to make food tasty. |
Clarify loss of livestock

- Manage pastures or rangelands to protect livestock.
- Decide the optimal number of animals that the household can maintain.
- Plan de-stocking of animals before the crisis affects them seriously.
- Use fodder to sustain the most important animals: mothers and kids, and other productive asset animals.
- Keep part of the income from the de-stocking for re-stocking after the drought crises.
- Use veterinary services to ensure the health of your livestock.

Key messages for EARTQuakes

Please note that the foundation messages are contained in Key Messages for All-Hazards Household and Family Disaster Planning. Separate messages are also available for earthquakes, floods, pandemics, tropical cyclones, and wildfires.

An earthquake is a sudden, rapid shaking of the ground caused by the shifting of rocks beneath the earth’s surface. Earthquakes strike suddenly, without warning, and can occur at any time of the year – day or night. The impacts of earthquakes include deaths, injuries and property damage, loss of shelter and livelihood, disruption of critical or ‘lifeline’ infrastructure, and destruction of community.

Earthquakes are among the deadliest of natural hazards. Most deaths are due to building collapse or to secondary hazards, such as fires, tsunamis, flooding, landslide and release of chemicals or toxic materials. Injuries tend to be due to less-severe building damage, parts of buildings or their contents falling or breaking, and failure to take precautions during aftershocks.

Each year there are about 15 major earthquakes, 135 strong earthquakes and more than 1,000 moderate earthquakes each year. However, only 70–75 of these are reported to cause damage. Their impacts differ widely and depend a great deal on the resilience and preparedness of human settlements. Vulnerability factors include:

- non-compliance or non-conformity to building codes established for expected intensity of shaking
- poor land-use planning
- building in unsafe locations
- unprotected critical infrastructure
- inadequate non-structural measures to secure building contents and equipment
- disorganized or unpractised response.

Tsunamis are usually associated with earthquakes, but they can also be generated by volcanic eruptions or underwater landslides. The precautions noted here apply regardless of the cause.
### ASSESS AND PLAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY MESSAGES</th>
<th>CONTEXT-SPECIFIC DETAILS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Identify safest places**          | • Identify the safest places in your building, and in each room. These places must be located away from exterior walls, unsecured partition walls, windows, glass and large or heavy objects that can fall, slide or collide, or objects such as heaters and open fireplaces that can cause fire.  
  • Outside your building, the safest places are away from overhead and underground hazards.                                                                                                                   |
| **Identify items that could cause death or injury and work out how to secure them** | • Identify items within the building and around the perimeter that could fall, slide or collide during earthquake shaking. Move them or find the best ways to secure them.  
  • Move or secure objects that may fall and block exits.                                                                                                                                                         |
| **Do not be misled by disinformation, myths or rumours** | • Base safety information on the available scientific evidence. Do not spread rumours or unfounded myths about causes or effects of hazards. Many popular anecdotes are not supported by scientific data. |

### MITIGATE RISKS: physical and environmental

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY MESSAGES</th>
<th>CONTEXT-SPECIFIC DETAILS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Select a safe site for your building** | • Find out from local authorities where earthquake risks are highest in your local area.  
  • Locate buildings on stable, solid, dry ground (in other words, on deep and unbroken rock known as bedrock). Avoid adjacent hazards by leaving sufficient space between buildings so that they cannot pound against each other during earthquake shaking.  
  • Avoid building on unstable slopes or sites subject to liquefaction, avalanches or inundation from tsunami, flooding or dam failure.  
  • Avoid building directly on top of, or within 15m (50 ft) of known earthquake faults.                                                                 |
| **Build and maintain your building with earthquakes in mind** | • The way a building behaves during earthquakes depends on the ground it sits on, its shape, the design of its structural system, the materials it is built with, and construction detailing. Ideally it should be strong but flexible, so that it does not fail when shaken.  
  • Follow these principles for seismic-resistant construction:  
    – Rigorously follow anti-seismic building codes for your area.  
    – Select an appropriate foundation system for the topography, soil conditions and construction type.  
    – Select a simply symmetrical shape for the building (usually a simple rectangle).  
    – Ensure that the parts of the structural system (such as the columns, beams and walls) are continuous, evenly distributed and well connected.  
    – Use the appropriate quality and quantity of materials.  
    – Protect your building from water and moisture damage.  
    – Review the overall safety of your building periodically.  
  |
B. Key messages for earthquakes

**Repair and retrofit for life safety**
- Whether you are a homeowner or a tenant, there are things that you can do to improve the structural integrity of your home. Anything you do to strengthen your home could reduce the risk of death and injury.
- Where possible, consult a qualified engineer or skilled professional to help identify your building’s weaknesses and fix them. Check that the person you hire is fully qualified in anti-seismic building techniques, has full knowledge of local regulations, and follows them rigorously.
- Check for:
  - inadequate foundations
  - unbraced walls
  - discontinuous columns or beams
  - damage to concrete
  - unreinforced masonry
  - rotting wood
  - vulnerable pipes
  - buildings are supported by columns and beams that are evenly spaces, continuous and well-connected.
- Check for any building adaptations or alterations that might have adversely affected the safety of the structure.
- Implement retrofit. Even minimum retrofit is effective in preventing total collapse of structures, saving lives.

**When making improvements, maintain the structural integrity of your building**
- Make improvements that follow local building codes, in consultation with a qualified engineer.
- If you make structural changes, take care not to remove or damage any part of the load-bearing elements of the building (the columns, beams or walls). This can weaken the structure and impact on everyone in the building.

**Secure your belongings**
- Secure large objects and furniture that could fall, break, slide or collide during an earthquake and cause crushing or piercing injuries.
- Your choices are to relocate, remove or refit, or to anchor, fasten, or secure. For example:
  - Fasten bookcases, display cabinets and other tall and heavy furniture to the wall. Position them away from anywhere where they could block exit pathways. Secure anything that could fall on people while they are sleeping.
  - Secure water heaters, gas cylinders, outside fuel tanks and other gas and electrical appliances.
  - Install latches on cabinets and drawers.
  - Hang heavy items, such as pictures and mirrors, away from exit doors, beds, couches or anywhere that people sleep or sit.
  - Anchor computers and televisions.
  - Secure fire extinguishers.
  - Move beds away from windows.

**PREPARE TO RESPOND: develop skills and store provisions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY MESSAGES</th>
<th>CONTEXT-SPECIFIC DETAILS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Practise earthquake drills in different locations</td>
<td>Practise earthquake drills, both physically and as thought exercises, in different locations. Considering the impact of strong shaking and identify the safest actions in each place (at home, work and school).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take immediate action</td>
<td>Trust your senses. Assume that the first shaking you feel is an earthquake. Move away from windows, glass and exterior walls and unstable and heavy objects. Extinguish any and all flames. If you are near an exit door, open it a little so that if it becomes misshapen it will not be stuck closed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### If you are indoors, drop to your knees, cover your head and neck, and hold on to your cover

- Drop down on your knees and make yourself small. Cover your head and neck, and protect your face. Hold on to this cover, or move with it, until the shaking stops. Do not attempt to run.
- ‘Drop, cover and hold on.’ This is shorthand for several options for earthquake position that protect you from the worst and most-common injuries, by protecting your head, neck and throat. Pulling in your hands, arms, feet and legs makes you a smaller target and places you in position, ready to crawl to a safer location.
  - If you are near a sturdy table, get under it. Hold on to the table leg with one hand and protect your eyes with the other hand.
  - If you are in bed, stay there and protect your head with a pillow.
  - If you are near a sofa, get down next to it and use a cushion to protect your head and neck.
  - If you are sitting in a theatre or stadium seat, brace yourself while protecting your head and neck.
  - If you are in a wheelchair, lock it. If you cannot get down low, brace yourself and protect your head with your arms.
  - If you cannot drop to the floor, stay where you are, bracing yourself in place.
  - Stay indoors until the shaking stops and you are sure it is safe to exit.

### Remain calm

- Stay calm by counting or taking slow, deep breaths. Look around to assess the situation before moving.

### If you are on the ground floor of an adobe house with a heavy roof, exit quickly

- If you are indoors, on the ground floor of an adobe house with a heavy roof, and if you can get outside to a clear space, then exit quickly and carefully as soon as you feel shaking. Drop, cover and hold on, away from the building and any overhead hazards.
  
  Note: This is the only exception to the rule to stay indoors until the shaking has stopped, as lightweight roofs pose little danger.

### If you are outdoors, find a clear spot and drop to your knees to prevent falling

- If you are outside, find a clear spot away from overhead hazards such as buildings, trees, streetlights, power lines, overpasses, underpasses or above-ground gas lines. Drop to the ground and stay there until the shaking stops. Stay outside and remain in open areas away from hazards.

### If you are in a multi-storey building, be careful both during and after the shaking

- After the shaking stops, check for the safety of stairs or exterior fire escapes, before using them.
- Do not use elevators at all.

### If you are in a vehicle, go to a clear location and pull over

- Stop the vehicle in a safe place. Stay in the vehicle until the shaking stops. Avoid bridges, trees, power lines, poles, street signs, overpasses, underpasses, tunnels and other overhead or ground-level hazards.
- Once the shaking has stopped, proceed with caution. Avoid bridges, elevated roadways, ramps and tunnels that might have been damaged by the quake.

### After the main shaking stops, expect aftershocks

- Aftershocks will be frequent during the first hours and days after an earthquake, and will gradually diminish in frequency and intensity. However, unusually large aftershocks may occur days or even weeks after the main earthquake. Aftershocks can trigger additional building damage or collapse.
- Follow the same guidance for an aftershock as you would for any earthquake.
### After the main shaking stops, if you are indoors, move cautiously and evacuate the building

- Put on sturdy shoes before you move around. If it is dark, use a torch/flashlight. Move to your pre-determined meeting place either inside the building or outside, away from buildings. Notice any damage as you exit.
- If you feel strong shaking, exit the building following the standard building evacuation rules: ‘Don’t run. Don’t talk. Don’t push. Assist others to evacuate the building.’
- Take your evacuation ‘go-bag’ with you when you evacuate.
- Make sure school buildings are evacuated and have been visually inspected before people are allowed to go back inside.
- Other public or private buildings should have their own emergency plans, and management should inform all occupants whether to evacuate or not. If visual inspection shows signs of moderate or heavy damage, the building should be evacuated, and should not be re-occupied until it has been inspected by qualified engineers.

### Check for damage and stay out of damaged buildings

- Use extreme caution. Move cautiously and check for any unstable objects and other hazards around you. Open cabinet and closet doors with care.
- Stay out of damaged buildings and away from damaged areas. Arrange for temporary shelter rather than staying in damaged buildings. If your building is damaged, it may need to be surveyed by an expert to determine whether you can go back inside.
- Watch out for and avoid fallen power lines or broken gas lines.

### Extinguish flames and put out small fires

- Fire is a common hazard following earthquakes. In areas with wooden construction, fires following an earthquake can cause more damage than the earthquake itself. Check for small fires and extinguish any that you find.

### If you are in a coastal area or near a tributary, move away from water to higher ground

- If you are in a coastal area and there is an earthquake, drop, cover and hold on. When the shaking stops, move quickly away from the coast or tributaries, to higher ground, avoiding buildings, bridges and downed power lines. Take your animals with you, if you can. If you cannot get inland, go up to higher floors of the strongest buildings available. Do not return to the shore, as waves may continue to arrive for hours.
- The earthquake could cause a tsunami very soon afterwards or some hours later. If there is a tsunami watch, stay informed by radio. If a tsunami warning is issued, be ready to evacuate.
- If you are near the coast and feel the shaking of a strong earthquake that lasts 20 seconds or longer, or if you see receding waters at the shoreline, you may only have minutes until a tsunami arrives. Do not wait for an official tsunami warning. Most tsunamis have two or three large waves, and there may be tens of minutes between the arrival of each one.
- If you are on a boat or ship at sea, do not return to port. If you are in shallow water, move to deep water if you have time, and if you are in deep water stay there. Contact the harbour authorities to report any large waves near to the shore, before you return to harbour.

### If you are in a mountainous area, stay alert

- If you are in a mountainous area or near unstable slopes or cliffs, be alert for:
  - falling rocks and other debris
  - unusual sounds, such as cracking trees
  - sudden increase or decrease of water in streams
  - local dams, dykes, or levees that may be prone to damage or destruction.
- Tune into your early warning system.
- Be alert for earthquake-induced landslides and avalanches, which can dam streams or rivers or cause outbursts from glacial lakes. Even weeks after an earthquake, breakage of dams can put downstream areas in danger of flooding.
If you are near unstable slopes or cliffs, or have a landslide or flood warning, leave if it is safe to do so

- Listen for landslide or flood warnings.
- Consider leaving the area if it is safe to do so.
- If a warning includes evacuation, evacuate immediately.
- If there is a landslide warning and there is a sudden burst of rain, evacuate immediately to your safe haven.
- Watch for flooding and be alert when driving near embankments or along swollen waterways.

Look for and prevent fire hazards

- Extinguish all flames immediately.
- Do not light any match, candle, lighter, flame or cigarette until you are sure there is no danger of a gas leak.
- Check for gas leaks and turn off any gas connections. If there is any doubt, shut off main connections.
- Do not use any electrical switch, appliance or phone if there is danger of a gas leak. Evacuate immediately if you hear or smell gas and cannot immediately locate the source and shut it off.
- Remember that natural gas rises and can escape through windows and doors, but that liquefied propane, kerosene and carbon monoxide gases sink, and can be trapped on lower floors.
- Stay away from downed power lines. Do not touch wires that are lying on the ground or hanging, or any objects touching them.
- Shut off power at the main electrical switch if you suspect any damage to household electrical wiring.
- Do not re-fuel or operate generators indoors. Take care when handling flammable fuel.

---

**Key messages for FLOODS**

Please note that the foundation messages are contained in *Key Messages for All-Hazards Household and Family Disaster Planning*. Separate messages are also available for earthquakes, floods, pandemics, tropical cyclones, and wildfires.

Floods can be very high-impact events. Annual flooding is a natural phenomenon long associated with increased soil fertility, but human habitation and land-use practices lead to many adverse impacts. Less frequent but unexpected flooding, caused by the interplay of natural and human factors, occur worldwide.

Natural causes include: high-intensity or prolonged rains, storms and storm surges, sudden melting of snow or ice, sudden release of water held or diverted by ice or debris jams, drought. Man-made causes include: the failure of water containment and drainage system, human-generated refuse in riverbeds and run-off channels, deforestation, unsustainable land management, urban cement and asphalt cover.

The two main types of floods are inundation floods (which are slow, developing over hours or days) and flash floods (which occur without warning, in places where there are no streams, generally within six hours of a rain event, or after dam or levee failure). Within these two types, the major kinds of flooding are:
• **River flooding** is a natural event for any river, creek or stream when the catchment receives more water than usual. Development on the flood plain and alteration of the flood plain terrain can cause flooding or make it worse. It may be slow or fast.

• **Run-off from higher ground** water flowing from mountains towards the sea may collect in low or flattened areas, creating ‘sheet flooding’ run-off.

• **Coastal flooding** is inundation caused by sea water above normal tides. Causes can include prolonged or strong onshore flow of wind, storm surges and astronomical tides or tsunamis generated by earthquakes.

• **Estuary flooding** can be caused by sea tidal surges or storm-force winds from a cyclone.

• **Outburst flooding** is created by unexpected dam or glacial breakage.

• **Urban flooding** may be caused by impermeable ground cover (such as concrete and asphalt) that increases run-off two-to-six times more than natural terrain. Urban streets can become swiftly moving rivers, while basements and viaducts can collect water.

Depending on their size and severity, floods can roll boulders and vehicles, tear out trees, destroy buildings and bridges, bring down power lines, cover roads and fill basements. Floodwater may rise to several storeys, reaching heights of 3–6m (10–20ft), and can trigger deadly debris slides. Debris in floodwater can accumulate in tight passages, creating flooding above the blockage and flash flooding below when the jam breaks. In coastal outlet areas, floodwater can move at 10–15km per hour (6–10mph), spreading as widely as the terrain permits.

Flood impacts include death, injury, damage to property and infrastructure, severe erosion, ground instability, food shortage, contamination of drinking water and deposits of mud, sand and gravel. Floods can lead to loss of shelter and livelihoods, and can disrupt lifeline infrastructure and destroy communities.

### ASSESS AND PLAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY MESSAGES</th>
<th>CONTEXT-SPECIFIC DETAILS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Know your area’s flood risks | • Know the local terrain, water sources, catchment area and weather patterns, to better understand the risks.  
• If flood plains have been mapped, find out whether you are located on a flood plain, and learn about the elevation of your property and buildings relative to predictable flood levels.  
• Consider risk factors such as proximity to rivers, dykes and coastlines, blockage of channels or gullies, and urban infrastructure.  
• Investigate historical experience and the potential impact of climate change on your area.  
• Speak with local authorities and neighbours to find out whether your area is prone to flooding and how flood risk is being addressed.  
• Maintain communication with neighbours located above and below you.  
• Identify industrial activity that may create hazardous materials release and contamination risks during flooding. |
| Store valuables and dangerous materials above likely water levels | • Keep important papers, equipment, feedstock and other valuables above potential flood levels, using waterproof containers where possible.  
• Keep hazardous chemicals above anticipated flood levels. |
| Consider relocating or mitigating and adapting | • If you live in a place prone to frequent or serious flooding, consider relocating, building elevated storage buildings or using floating shelters. |
| Plan to protect your animals | • Consider precautionary evacuation of your livestock and pets. |
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**Public awareness and public education for disaster risk reduction: key messages**

### Know your areas expected flood evacuation routes

- Identify your safe evacuation routes, using any forms of transportation available to you, as well as routes that can be used on foot.

### MITIGATE RISKS: physical or environmental

#### KEY MESSAGES

#### CONTEXT-SPECIFIC DETAILS

**Select a safe site for your building**

- Avoid building or living within 200m (650ft) of a high-tide coastline.
- Avoid building or living on riverbanks, gullies or flood plains, unless you elevate and reinforce your home (with the exception of delta areas, where riverbanks are on high ground).

**Build and maintain your home with floods in mind**

- If you live on a flood plain, build an appropriate foundation and elevate your home.
- Construct wells and latrines in safe places, above expected flood levels.
- If you are advised to for your specific conditions, install back-flow valves in plumbing to prevent floodwater from backing up into drains.
- When you make renovations or alterations, wet-floodproof the construction. Choose flood damage-resistant materials for areas that usually get wet, raise electrical circuits 1.2m (4ft) above the floor, put appliances on pedestals, and design walls so that cavities drain.

**Maintain water channels**

- If you change the natural course of a river or stream, make sure its water-carrying capacity is not reduced.
- Keep water channels, drainpipes and gutters clear of debris.

**Provide a raised plinth for animals**

- If you have livestock or large animals that cannot be transported, create a raised plinth, with access, so that the animals can move to higher ground in the event of flooding.

**Construct barriers to prevent floodwater from entering buildings**

- Construct levees, berms or flood walls in accordance with local building regulations, to prevent floodwater from entering your building.
- Identify the best methods to prevent water from entering your home, depending on your construction type and location. If possible, create a barrier in front of your doors and vents to keep water out.
- Make sure you have the supplies and time available to implement your solution. Examples of temporary barrier solutions include washboards, sandbags and anchored heavy plastic sheeting that can be used to channel water away from your building.
- If you plan to fight floods with barriers, decide in advance when you will abandon the fight and save your life. Know how to get out of the flooded area, if it is flooded.

### PREPARE TO RESPOND: develop skills and store provisions

#### KEY MESSAGES

#### CONTEXT-SPECIFIC DETAILS

**Practise evacuation routes**

- Make sure household members know where to evacuate to, what route to take, and where to meet if they have to leave.

**Stay informed: monitor weather, listen to the radio and follow instructions**

- Monitor the weather closely. If there is a flood watch, this means a flood is possible in your area. If there is a flood warning, this means a flood is already occurring in your area, or will do soon.
- If you are advised to evacuate, or if you think you are in danger, evacuate immediately.
- If you are instructed, or if you have time before evacuating, disconnect heating and cooking or gas tanks and unplug electrical appliances.
### Key messages for floods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keep supplies to protect your home</th>
<th>• If you live in an area prone to flooding, keep supplies (such as plywood, plastic sheeting, nails, hammer, a saw, a crow bar, sand, shovels and sandbags), to protect your home.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Keep supplies to protect people from drowning and as floating transportation | • Buy or make a personal flotation device for each household member.  
• Keep a ladder and rope for escaping to the roof.  
• Keep an inflatable boat or make an improvised group flotation platform (for example, with capped water bottles). |
| Bring your pets and service animal indoors | • Maintain direct control of your animals and take them with you if you evacuate. |
| When you hear a flood warning, store extra water | • Fill plastic bottles with clean water for drinking.  
• Fill bathtubs and sinks with water for all other cleaning and sanitation needs. |
| During rainy season and flood conditions, keep your vehicle fuel tank filled | • If you have a vehicle, keep its fuel tank filled in case you need to evacuate. |
| During a flood ‘Turn around, don’t drown.’ Stay out of floodwater and evacuate vertically | • Never try to walk, swim or drive through swift water. If you come across flowing water above your ankles, stop, turn around and go the other way. Fast-moving water only 15cm (6in) deep can sweep a person off their feet.  
• Do not expect to outrun floodwater, as it may flow at 10–20km per hour (6–12mph).  
• If you have not been able to evacuate out of the area, then evacuate vertically, moving to higher ground or the uppermost floors of buildings. |
| During a flood, if you are in a vehicle, avoid unsafe conditions | • Never attempt to cross any flowing water or water-covered roads or bridges.  
• Do not drive around barricades: they are there for your safety. Turn around and find another route.  
• Stay away from underpasses, as the depth of water there is not obvious. Underpasses can fill with 1.5–2m (5–6ft) of water.  
• Standing water may be electrically charged from underground or downed power lines.  
• Avoid travelling at night.  
• Move to higher ground, away from rivers, streams, creeks and storm drains.  
• As little as 20cm (6in) of water can cause you to lose control of your vehicle and as little as 50cm (2ft) of rushing water can carry away most vehicles, including trucks.  
• If they become wet, test your brakes on a clear patch of road at low speed. If brakes are not stopping as they should, dry them by pressing gently on the brake pedal while maintaining speed.  
• If your vehicle stalls in water, abandon it and climb to higher ground. Restarting your engine may cause irreparable damage.  
• If your vehicle is being submerged, open the windows to escape. |
| After a flood, take care around floodwaters | • Stay away from low-lying areas.  
• Do not drink from, play or swim in water left by floods.  
• Watch out for poisonous snakes – especially around trees and bushes. Use a stick to poke through debris.  
• Avoid touching electrical that is wet or any water that is in contact with electrical wires. |
| After a flood, pump out floodwater from basements gradually | • Pump out flooded basements gradually (about one-third of the water per day) to avoid the basement walls collapsing due to pressure from water-saturated soil outside. |
**After a flood, start clearing out and drying your home when rain stops and water recedes**

- Drying may take weeks, and complete restoration may take months. Sewage and toxic contamination is difficult to clean.
- Move everything that is wet outside (weather permitting).
- Drain away water under the house.
- Keep doors and windows open on dry days. On wet days, leave windows ajar.
- Turn on heaters when possible.
- Wash and then disinfect every part of your home that has been flooded. Start from the bottom and work up. Work in a well-ventilated area with two buckets – one for the cleaning agent and one for rinse water. Replace rinse water frequently. Repeat after 8–24 hours to kill germs and reduce the odour.
- Remove mildew.

**After a flood, take sanitation precautions**

- Service sanitation systems as soon as possible.
- Check drinking wells for contamination before using the water.
- Use protective equipment for all tasks (including tall boots, long pants, long sleeves, eye protection and gloves).
- Wash hands before eating, drinking or smoking.
- Use disinfectant when cleaning.
- Disinfect any cuts and protect them with a waterproof dressing.
- Keep children away during the clean-up.
- Bury human waste matter quickly.

**After a flood, clean up carefully**

Follow these instructions for cleaning specific items:

- **Paper and photographs:**
  - To protect paper, rinse and freeze it or place it in a sealed container with moth crystals or stacked individually between sheets of wax paper and sealed in a plastic bag. Freezing slows the damage, and the paper can then be defrosted and dried later.
  - Place wet or frozen photos in cold clear water and separate them. Do not hold them under running water or wipe. Dislodge dirt by moving gently in a tub.
  - Photocopy the items as soon as possible.
  - As soon as the pages are thawed or unsealed, dry them with a blow dryer or blotting paper.
  - Don’t force pages apart – dry them until they come apart easily.
  - Seek professional help for rare and heritage books, photographs and stamp collections.

- **Computer disks:**
  - Rinse disks, place them in a plastic bag and refrigerate them until you can get professional help.

- **Clothing and linens:**
  - Shake out mud, hose off dirt and wash items in a washing machine with hot water and disinfectant.

- **Furniture and appliances:**
  - If appliances are wet, turn off the electricity at main fuse box or circuit breaker. Unplug appliances and let them dry out. Ensure that the electrical system and appliances are checked by a professional before turning power on and using them.
  - Clean appliances with clean drinkable water.
  - Check that sewer line is working before using toilet/latrine.
  - Discard all food that has been in contact with the water.
  - Discard plastic or porous kitchen items.
  - Clean and disinfect refrigerators and other appliances with drinkable water and disinfectant. (However, refrigerators and freezers may not be salvageable.)
  - Use hot water to wash pots, pans, dishes and utensils. Disinfect and air dry.
  - Remove the backs of furniture to allow air to circulate.
  - Do not force open wooden drawers and doors: let them dry first.
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B. Key messages for pandemics

Key messages for PANDEMICS

Please note that the foundation messages are contained in
Key Messages for All-Hazards Household and Family Disaster Planning.
Separate messages are also available for earthquakes, floods, pandemics, tropical cyclones,
and wildfires.

A pandemic is an epidemic of infectious disease that spreads through human
populations across a large region, multiple continents or even worldwide.
Pandemics are caused by diseases that are able to infect humans and can
spread quite easily. Pandemics become disasters when they are associated with
enormous numbers of deaths, as well as illness.

Pandemics are caused by contamination hazards. Examples are:
• airborne (such as flu, typhus, tuberculosis, smallpox, measles, Severe Acute
  Respiratory Syndrome (SARS))
• conveyed by body fluids (such as polio or HIV)
• water borne (cholera, e. coli, dysentery)
• food borne (such as salmonella, e. coli, listeria, hepatitis)
• soil borne (such as anthrax)
• vector borne (transmitted from animals to humans (such as the H5N1 avian
  flu virus, malaria, dengue or letospira).

In the past, pandemics have included cholera, smallpox, leprosy, measles, polio
and yellow fever.

Pandemics can be prevented through a variety of measures, such as:
• public practice of good hygiene and sanitation
• access to clean water
• hand washing
• vaccination
• proactive surveillance
• vector control.

HIV – the virus that causes AIDS – is a current pandemic. By 2009 AIDS had
killed and estimated 30 million people, and it continues to kill almost two million
people annually (UNAIDS, Global Factsheet, 2010). Concerns exist about possible
future pandemics include viral hemorrhagic fevers, antibiotic resistance in ‘superbugs’ such as MRSA, and infections such as SARS and H5N1 avian influenza.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASSESS AND PLAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KEY MESSAGES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protect sources of clean water</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Vaccinate children against killer diseases | • Maintain vaccination cards for babies and children.  
| | • Keep vaccinations up to date.  
| | • Participate in vaccination campaigns  
| | • Vaccinate against polio, diphtheria and measles.  
| | • Do not re-use needles. |
| Identify pandemic threats | • Think about your household as well as your neighbourhood and community. |
MITIGATE RISKS: physical or environmental

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY MESSAGES</th>
<th>CONTEXT-SPECIFIC DETAILS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Use clean and protected water sources             | • Use water sources with care and maintained them in a good condition.  
• Risk factors include:  
  - unprotected water sources  
  - leaking septic tanks and latrines  
  - contaminated surface water run-off entering wells and springs  
  - animals using the same source as people  
  - objects falling into a well.                                      |
| Keep water clean                                   | • Protect water from contamination.  
• Use clean vessels and closed containers for transportation and storage.  
• Keep water clean during collection, transportation and storage.  
• Take drinking water from storage vessels using a clean dipper or ladle so that hands, cups and other objects cannot contaminate water.  
• Remove standing water that may attract insects and become contaminated.                                      |
| Purify water                                       | • Learn and practise reliable methods for purifying water for your household.                                                                                   |
| Wash hands very well with soap                    | • Learn how to wash your hands very well, using clean water and soap.  
• Always wash your hands after using the toilet, and before and after handling food and eating.                                                               |
| Dispose of human waste safely                     | • Dispose of waste safely for humans, animals and the environment.  
• Use latrines rather than open defecation, to prevent spread of dangerous diseases.  
• If latrines are not available, defecate well away from houses, water sources and places where children play. Bury faeces immediately or cover with earth, sand or ash.  
• Locate trench and pit latrines away from water sources (raised, where there is a shallow water table) and keep them clean.  
• Make sure pit latrines are emptied or replaced regularly by trained people with mechanical and protective equipment, rather than manually. |
| Practise good sanitation                           | • Dispose of any waste that attracts flies and insects.  
• Dispose of waste properly without contaminating water or soil.                                                                                                     |
| Keep food clean                                    | • Keep food safe for eating.                                                                                                                                 |

FOR AIRBORNE DISEASES:

| Wash your hands very well                          | • Wash your hands very well using clean water and soap.  
• This is of critical importance before and after you have contact with people who are sick.                                                               |
| Cover your mouth                                   | • Always cover your coughs and sneezes. Cough or sneeze into your elbow or into a scarf, tissue or handkerchief. Do not cough or sneeze into the air. If you cough or sneeze into your hands, wash them immediately with soap and water. |
| Keep your distance                                 | • When there are contagious diseases going around, keep a safe distance and avoid crowds if possible. Stay 1–2m (3–6.5 ft) away when talking to people. Do not shake hands or kiss people as a greeting. |
### Dispose of your waste
- Dispose of your waste and exposed materials safely.
- Throw out used masks and tissues properly by placing them in a bag and sealing it, before burning or burying them.

### Use good ventilation
- Open windows to let fresh air in and to let the airborne germs out.

### Separate and care for your sick
- In order to limit the spread of the illness within the household:
  - Separate family members who are sick into one room or corner of the house, or outside if the weather allows.
  - Use only one caregiver – preferably a family member who is not at high risk. The caregiver should use safety measures – for example, using a mask when less than 1m (3ft) from the person who is sick. Put protective clothing on when you are in the room and remove it before leaving the room. Wash hands after providing care.
  - Other family members should monitor themselves daily for fever and cough. Make sure that young children, pregnant women and people who have another disease receive medical care if they get sick.

### FOR BODY-FLUID BORNE DISEASES:

#### Wash your hands very well
- Wash your hands very well using clean water and soap.
- Washing your hands is of critical importance before and after you have contact with people who are sick.

#### Practise safe sex
- Do not engage in unprotected sexual activity. Use a condom.
- Do not introduce other people's body fluids into your mouth.

### FOR VECTOR (ANIMAL) BORNE DISEASES:

#### Be careful handling and slaughtering animals
- Never touch sick or dead animals without protection.

#### Sleep under mosquito netting
- Sleep under mosquito netting to reduce exposure to malaria-carrying mosquitoes.

### PREPARE TO RESPOND: develop skills and store provisions

#### KEY MESSAGES

#### CONTEXT-SPECIFIC DETAILS

### Use personal protection equipment
- Personal protection equipment includes:
  - masks
  - protective glasses or goggles
  - gloves
  - apron
  - soap or disinfectant in alcohol base, for washing hands.

### Take care of yourself
- Maintain good personal hygiene.
- Build up your immunity with a good diet, regular exercise and adequate rest.
- Reduce stress and avoid smoking.
- Wear an appropriate face-mask when you need to be in close proximity to someone who is ill or may be contagious.
- If you have contagious symptoms, stay at home.

### Manage fever
- Cool the body down and drink lots of fluids.

### Prepare oral rehydration solution to treat dehydration and diarrhoea
- Oral rehydration solution consists of: 1 litre water, 8 level teaspoons sugar, and 5 level teaspoons salt.
Breastfeed
• Breastfeed babies rather than bottle feeding them, to provide them with non-contaminated nutrition.

Use latrines
• Use proper and clean toilets for to prevent illness and disease.

Bathe regularly
• Bathe often, using clean water and soap or clean sand.

Share your knowledge with others
• Teach others how to take care of themselves and maintain healthy practices. This will help to avoid the spread of diseases and epidemics.

Seek medical attention for anyone who cannot be treated at home
• If someone needs medical care, go to the nearest health clinic or hospital to get help.

Stockpile essential foods
• Consider which of the following three levels of food security or insecurity you may face:
  – **Self-sufficient** maintaining a sustainable income and other means of living, and sustainable access to sufficient food
  – **Food insecure** sustainable income and other means of living, but without access to enough food due to disruptions in the market
  – **Food and livelihoods insecure** without a sustainable income and at the same time unable to access and/or afford enough food. This is the most vulnerable level.

---

**Key messages for TROPICAL CYCLONES**

*Please note that the foundation messages are contained in* **Key Messages for All-Hazards Household and Family Disaster Planning.** Separate messages are also available for earthquakes, floods, pandemics, tropical cyclones, and wildfires.

Tropical cyclones are relatively slow-moving but severe forward-tracking storms with fast rotational winds of at least 65 knots (120–320 km per hour or 74–200mph). They have an ‘eye’: a central calm area. Maximum power is close to the ‘wall’, or outer edge, of the eye.

These storms are referred to as:
• **cyclones** when occurring in Southeast Asian waters and the Indian Ocean
• **typhoons** when they occur in East Asian and Pacific waters
• **hurricanes** when they occur in the Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico or Caribbean Sea.

Each type is associated with a particular season that can last as long as seven months each year.
Major hazards associated with tropical cyclones are: strong winds, which can destroy or seriously weaken structures, tear off roofs and topple power lines and trees; torrential rainfall, wind-driven water, powerful and destructive marine waves and storm surges, which cause mainly coastal flooding, but can also cause inland flooding of fresh and sea water via tributaries.

Impacts include deaths (mostly flood-related, but also from electrocution and the impact of collapsing structures and blowing debris), property and infrastructure damage, severe erosion, destruction of standing crops and vegetation, instability of ground, deposits of mud, sand and gravel, food shortages and contamination of drinkable water. These effects can lead to loss of shelter and livelihoods, disruption of transportation and critical lifeline infrastructure and destruction of community.

See also Key messages for floods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASSESS AND PLAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>KEY MESSAGES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know your area’s risks related to cyclone, hurricane or typhoon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Make an evacuation plan: know your shelter destination, evacuation route and transportation method | • If evacuation is necessary, work with your network to determine various transportation options.  
• If you do not know the different options, ask your local emergency manager about plans for people without private vehicles, or for anyone requiring assistance.  
• Make sure everyone in your household knows where to go if they have to leave the area. |
| Work with your community to identify local cyclone shelters | • Work with your community to identify safe local cyclone shelter locations for anyone who will need them.  
• Make sure each household member knows the location and route to the agreed shelter. |
| Work with your community or strategic placement of water and food | • Strategically place drinkable water, food, cooking equipment, and blankets. This can save lives.  
• Work with employers, school and community leaders and organizations to stockpile and store these provisions in safe places. |
| Store valuables up high | • Keep important papers in a waterproof bag, and store equipment, feedstocks and other valuables in a location high above potential floodwater. Keep copies of important documents in another place, out of your area. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MITIGATE RISKS: physical or environmental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>KEY MESSAGES</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Build and maintain your home with severe tropical storms in mind | • Install permanent external storm shutters on windows and doors wherever possible, to protect from flying debris.  
• Be sure that roofs are securely fastened to the frame structure. Minimize roof overhangs, as winds can catch and uplift them.  
• Where possible, elevate furnaces, water heaters and electrical panels.  
• Install check valves in plumbing to prevent floodwater from backing up into drains.  
• Consider building a safe room, for tornado safety. |
Inspect and repair your roof annually

- Inspect your roof at the beginning of the storm season and make repairs, such as fixing loose tiles, as needed. The roof is often the most vulnerable part of the house. Fix any loose tiles.
- For wooden structures, brace the roof to the main structure and add hurricane straps to secure the roof.
- For lightweight roofs, secure sandbags on top, to increase stability.
- Clear rain gutters and downspouts, and fix any that are loose.

Keep trees and bushes well trimmed

- Where necessary, remove branches and small trees that may fall on the house. Remove or prune older trees, damaged branches and ornamental trees not suited to surviving strong winds. (In some cases, removing some branches allows wind to blow through large trees rather than toppling them).

PREPARE TO RESPOND: develop skills and store provisions

**KEY MESSAGES**

**CONTEXT-SPECIFIC DETAILS**

**Practise your evacuation routes**

- Make sure household members know where to evacuate to, what route to take, and where to meet each other, if they have to leave.

**Stay informed**

- Monitor the weather closely.
- If you are advised to evacuate, or if you think you are in danger, evacuate immediately away from the storm’s direction of movement.
- Make sure you understand the difference between a watch and a warning in early warning weather reports:
  - A **watch** means there is a threat of cyclone, hurricane or typhoon conditions within 36 hours. This is the time to check your preparations.
  - A **warning** means that the conditions are expected within 24 hours or less.

**Keep supplies to protect your home**

- Keep supplies on hand to protect your home – for example, plywood, plastic sheeting, nails, a hammer and saw, a crow bar, sand, shovels, sandbags and washboards.

**Keep vehicle fuel tanks filled**

- During the storm season, refill vehicle fuel tanks before they are half empty, in case you need to evacuate.

**IF YOU RECEIVE A CYCLONE, HURRICANE OR TYphoon WATCH**

**Prepare your property for high winds and surge waters**

- When you get a cyclone, hurricane or typhoon watch, you need to:
  - remove any debris or loose items, and bring indoors anything that can become a flying object
  - securely close permanent storm shutters or fix wood or other protective materials outside to protect windows from wind
  - prepare sandbags, flood washboards or plastic sheeting, to stop water getting in through doors, lower windows or vents.

**Keep your pets and service animals indoors**

- Bring your pets and service animals indoors well before the storm.
- Maintain direct control of your pets and service animals, and take them with you if you evacuate.

**Stay informed**

- Listen to the radio or TV for information.
- Close storm shutters or board up windows from the outside.
- Secure outdoor objects or bring them inside.
- Fill bottles with drinking water, and fill the bathtub and any large containers with water for sanitation.
- Check your personal supplies, including prescription medications.
- Turn the refrigerator thermostat to coldest setting and keep it closed.

**Attend to utilities**

- Turn off electricity, gas supply and water, if you are told to do so.
- Disconnect any small appliances.
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#### B. Key messages for tropical cyclones

**Prepare to evacuate**
- Check that your evacuation supplies and your ‘go bags’ are ready, including water and high-energy food, emergency contact information. Wear rain boots if possible. Charge mobile phone batteries.

**Know when and where to evacuate**
- You need to evacuate if you live on the coast, on a flood plain, near a river or on an inland waterway.
- If you live in a temporary or lightweight structure, evacuate early.
- Evacuate if you are directed to do so by local authorities.
- Evacuate down to 2nd or 3rd floor if you live in a high-rise building, as winds are much stronger higher up.
- Evacuate to designated shelters based on prior planning. Evacuate if you feel you may be in danger but do not evacuate during the storm.

**If you don’t evacuate, shelter in place**
- If you are not advised to evacuate, secure and brace all exterior doors and close all interior doors. Keep curtains and blinds closed.
- Stay indoors, away from windows, skylights and doors.
- Remain on the floor least likely to be affected by strong winds as well as storm-surge floodwaters.
- Take refuge in a small interior room, hallway, or closet.
- Be aware that the ‘eye of the storm’ is deceptively calm and quiet. The storm is not over. If things seem calm, it is probably the lull at the center of the storm, so maintain your secure position and do not go outside as the winds will get stronger again.
- Be prepared for tornadoes.

**If you are in a building**
- Stay on lower floors but above basement and ground floors, which may flood. In dense urban settings, the severity of winds increases at higher altitudes. The impact of any storm is far more severe at around the tenth floor and above.

**Turn off utilities and gas tanks and unplug small appliances**
- If you are instructed, or if you have time before evacuating, turn off all utilities and cooking or heating gas tanks. Unplug small appliances.

**After the storm passes, check on neighbours and help anyone who is injured or trapped**
- Give first aid where appropriate.
- Do not move seriously injured people unless they are in immediate danger of further injury.
- Seek professional medical help for serious injuries.

**After the storm passes, stay safe**
- Check for building damage and stay out of damaged buildings.
- Beware of ground-level and above-ground hazards – especially flood and electrocution hazards.
- Practise good hygiene and avoid potentially contaminated food or water.
Key messages for WILDFIRES

Please note that the foundation messages are contained in Key Messages for All-Hazards Household and Family Disaster Planning. Separate messages are also available for earthquakes, floods, pandemics, tropical cyclones, and wildfires.

Like all fires, a wildfire (also known as a forest fire, bushfire or bushfire) requires three ingredients: oxygen, heat and fuel. A wildfire is a large, uncontrolled and potentially destructive fire that spreads quickly and may change direction or jump across gaps. Wildfires can affect rural and urban areas, and can start in just seconds, sparked by a range of natural causes (for example, lightning) or human carelessness (such as a discarded cigarette). The spread of wildfires depends on the topography, the fuel available, and the weather. Dry vegetation and abundant or uncleared dead wood are an enormous source of deadly fuel. A small fire can become a rapidly spreading inferno in a matter of minutes – particularly in windy conditions.

Although they can have some ecologically beneficial effects on forest and wilderness areas, wildfires can cause extensive damage. The impacts include death, injury and property damage, loss of shelter and livelihood, disruption of lifeline infrastructure and destruction of community. They may also result in adverse environmental consequences, such as loss of wild habitats, threats to biodiversity, land degradation and increased risk of erosion. Meanwhile, the chemicals used to fight the fires can pollute natural water sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASSESS AND PLAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>KEY MESSAGES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regularly inspect your home and property for fire hazards</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Report hazardous conditions | • If evacuation is necessary, work with your network to determine various transportation options.  
• If you do not know the different options, ask your local emergency manager about plans for people without private vehicles, or for anyone requiring assistance.  
• Make sure everyone in your household knows where to go if they have to leave the area. |
| Make your property for fire teams to easily find and access | • Work with your community to identify safe local cyclone shelter locations for anyone who will need them.  
• Make sure each household member knows the location and route to the agreed shelter. |
### MITIGATE RISKS: physical or environmental

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY MESSAGES</th>
<th>CONTEXT-SPECIFIC DETAILS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Prevent wildfires** | • Never discard cigarette butts on the ground.  
• Never leave an outside fire unattended.  
• Always ensure that campfires are completely extinguished after use.  
• Clear outdoor areas of broken glass which can reflect sunlight and start a fire.  
• Dispose of glass bottles in closed recycling bins. |
| **Select a safe location for your building** | • Build on level ground. Fire spreads more rapidly even on minor slopes.  
• Set single-storey structures at least 10m (30ft) from any ridge or cliff. For taller buildings, increase the distance.  
• Ensure that there is enough distance between buildings, following local or international standards (see Sphere standards for emergency shelter). |
| **Design, build and maintain your structures with wildfires in mind** | • Plant low-flammability landscaping to reduce fuel for a wildfire.  
• Design and construct buildings to limit their flammability.  
• Use fire-resistant or non-combustible building materials whenever possible.  
• For roofing, use terracotta, clay, metal, slate, cement, or asphalt (Class A), tiles.  
• For exterior walls, use stucco or masonry rather than vinyl or wood.  
• Treat wood or combustible materials with fire retardant.  
• Use only thick, tempered safety glass in large windows and sliding glass doors.  
• Install electrical lines underground if possible.  
• Install and maintain a lightning rod.  
• Install spark arrestors in chimneys to prevent large particles from escaping and starting a fire.  
• Provide at least two ground-level doors, for easy and safe exit, and two means of escape from each room (doors or windows). |
| **Clear flammable materials away from your property** | • Regularly clean roofs and gutters, removing twigs, dead leaves, needles and other debris.  
• Remove all dead wood and dense vegetation within at least 7m (30ft) around your home.  
• Prune trees and shrubs so that the lowest limbs are 2–3m (6–10ft) from the ground.  
• Dispose of cuttings and debris.  
• Avoid using wooden lawn furniture. |
| **Maintain water sources for fire fighting** | • Maintain an irrigation system.  
• Identify and maintain outside water sources such as ponds, cisterns, wells, swimming pools and hydrants.  
• Keep hoses long enough to reach any part of any buildings.  
• Create a separate pump hydrant or use swimming-pool circulation pumps for dowsing properties.  
• Install freeze-proof exterior water outlets on two sides of the home and additional outlets 15m (50ft) from home for fire fighters to use. |
| **Take precautions with flammable materials** | • Avoid open burning, especially during fire season.  
• Site above-ground propane tanks at least 9m (30ft) from buildings.  
• Dispose of ashes in a metal bucket, saturate them in water for two days, then bury them in mineral soil. |
### PREPARE TO RESPOND: develop skills and store provisions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Messages</th>
<th>Context-Specific Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plan and practise two ways out of your neighbourhood</strong></td>
<td>• Plan a secondary way out in case your primary escape route is blocked.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Monitor conditions, stay informed, listen to the radio and follow instructions** | • Listen to local radio and television regularly for updated information and instructions.  
• Stay in touch with neighbours if possible. |
| **Respond to early warnings** | • Stay alert for emergency warnings and respond to them immediately.  
• Know the alarm system that will be used, and practise your response.  
• If you are advised to evacuate, leave immediately.  
• Take your pets or service animals with you.  
• Call your out-of-area contact to notify them where you will be going. |
| **Leave if you think you should, or if authorities tell you to** | • If you are advised to evacuate, or if you think you are in danger, evacuate immediately. The fire may move too fast for officials to issue evacuation orders.  
• If you are not trained and equipped to fight a wildfire, don’t risk your life.  
• Leave right away: delay could be deadly.  
• Make sure all fire tools are outside and easy to access. |
| **Protect your animals** | • If you have livestock or horses, sweep hay and other combustible feed away from the barn or stable.  
• Close windows and doors to prevent embers from entering buildings.  
• Consider opening barn doors and corrals to let animals escape. |
| **Confin e pets and service animals** | • Confine pets and service animals to one room.  
• If you are evacuating with animals, leave early. |
| **Keep your vehicle fuel tank full and ready to go** | • Face your vehicle in the direction of escape.  
• Shut your car doors and close the windows.  
• Have your key ready, or leave it in the ignition. |
| **Wear protective clothing** | • Wear sturdy shoes, long cotton or woollen trousers/pants, long-sleeved shirts and gloves.  
• Carry a damp handkerchief to protect your face.  
• Carry wet towels to cover your head or bare skin or to wrap your feet, in case you need to run through small area of fire. |
| **Prepare your home for a fire, if you have time** | • Shut off the gas at the meter.  
• Close the valves on propane tanks.  
• Open fireplace dampers.  
• Close windows, vents, doors, blinds and non-combustible window coverings. Use wet cloths to block any other openings.  
• Remove lightweight or combustible window coverings.  
• Move combustible furniture to the centre of the home away from windows and doors.  
• Place in a pool or pond any valuables that will not be damaged by water.  
• Remove combustible items from around the home.  
• Connect hoses to outside taps.  
• Gather your fire tools. |
### Key messages for wildfires

#### If your area has a ‘stay or go’ policy, and if you are trained, you may decide to stay

- If you plan to stay, make sure that you keep and know how to use fire suppression tools, including a rake, an axe, a handsaw or chainsaw, a bucket, a shovel, a ladder and sand buckets.
- You may have to fight small fires before professional help arrives.
- Remember that normal water pressure may not be available to you.

#### If you are trapped by fire, crouch in a pond, river or pool

- If there is no body of water nearby, look for shelter in a cleared area among a bed of rocks. Lie flat, face down and cover your body with soil. Breathe air close to the ground.
- You cannot outrun a fire.

#### After a wildfire be aware of hazards

- Look out for smouldering hot spots or items, and be alert to the possibility of re-ignition.
- Beware of hazards such as burnt trees and power poles or fallen wires and ash pits.
- Seek permission before re-entering the area.
- Check for damage and stay out of damaged buildings.

#### After a wildfire, take precautions while cleaning your property

- Minimize health risks from hazardous materials such as toxic fumes from substances in garden sheds or garages, burnt asbestos and fine dust particles. Hold a damp cloth over your face to minimize and filter air-borne particles.
- Keep children away from clean-up sites.
- Minimize the health risks from breathing dust particles by wetting any debris, and using a two-strap dust particulate mask, coveralls, leather gloves, and heavy-soled shoes during clean-up.
- Use rubber gloves when cleaning.
- Check for assistance when cleaning up and disposing of hazardous materials.
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Appendix: Methodology
This appendix sets out the steps taken to develop the harmonized key messages set out in Section 2 of this publication.

**Step 1:**
Research and compile a compendium of standardized messages for disaster risk reduction found internationally

The first step in this process was to research and compile a working compendium of standardized messages for DRR (completed in 2011). These were drawn from the following broad range of authoritative resources. The criteria for selection was that these messages were themselves the result of interagency consensus, and had been co-logged, and/or disseminated widely:

- The Common Alerting Protocol Version 1.2, OASIS Standard, 1 July 2010. (pp. 47)
- Talking About Disasters, Coalition for Disaster Education, 2007. (pp. 248)
- American Red Cross – Family Disaster Plan & Fast Facts Tearsheets
- Emergency Rediplan, Australia Red Cross
- ‘Be Ready’ Campaign Kit, Red Cross Societies of the Caribbean, 2009.
- ABC Basic Disaster Awareness – Central Asia Earthquake Safety Initiative, 2005 – present.
- Pacific Disaster Center website – Pacific Rim Region (accessed Jan. 5, 2011)
- India Ministry of Home Affairs – National Institute of Disaster Management (various publications)
- You are Your Best Defence, IFRC, 2009.
- Community-based Disaster Risk Management and the Media – Media Kit, ADPC, 2006 (pp. 204)
- Earthquake Country Alliance – Seven Steps to Earthquake Safety (2011).

After compiling the compendium, the following three sets of messages came to the attention of the project, and these were also used:

- Library of Generic Messages & Guide (for crisis-affected communities), Infoasaid

While this is not by any means an exhaustive list of possible resources, it revealed a tremendous degree of repetition and general consensus, as well as a significant degree of uncritical adoption of messages across regions. It is recognized that in many areas of the world, specific sets of messages have not been worked through by a full range of local experts, advocates and stakeholders.

A rough but comprehensive typology of hazards was also developed in order to group and select those specific hazards that might be covered by this set of key messages, shown in the table below. Supplementary, hazard-specific messages have been developed for those hazards highlighted.
## Typology of hazards – primary contributing factors

### NATURAL AND MAN-MADE HAZARDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geophysical</th>
<th>Biological</th>
<th>Climatological</th>
<th>Hydrological</th>
<th>Meteorological</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tsunami and tidal surges</strong></td>
<td>Insect infestation</td>
<td>Climate change</td>
<td>Mass movement - wet: - debris flow - rock fall - landslide - avalanche - subsidence - glacial breakout</td>
<td>Solar storm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Volcanic eruptions</strong></td>
<td>Epizootic diseases</td>
<td>Wildfire: - forest fire - bush/brush - scrub/ - grassland fire - urban fire</td>
<td></td>
<td>Asteroid impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plant diseases</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Costal erosion</td>
<td>Sea-level rise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MAN-MADE-ONLY HAZARDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Un-sustainable Resource Management</th>
<th>CBRNe (chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear and, explosives) (accidental or intentional)</th>
<th>Conflict and Complex Emergencies</th>
<th>Other (<em>‘emergencies’ rather than ‘disasters’)</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Deforestation</strong></td>
<td>Hazardous chemical release</td>
<td>Combination of any two or more hazards (particularly those involving conflict and violence)</td>
<td>Other industrial accident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Biological agent release</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radiation release</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nuclear release</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Explosives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unexploded ordnance - landmines - cluster bombs</td>
<td>Water shortage</td>
<td>Structural collapse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Water contamination</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Food shortage</td>
<td>Infrastructure collapse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Power shortage or outage (especially distribution problems)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Air pollution</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Terror</td>
<td>Stampede</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Civil unrest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>War</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The key resources drawn upon included all of the following hazards, although not all were selected for coverage in this version of key messages:

- general family and household all-hazards preparedness
- adapting for access and functional needs
- earthquakes
- residential fire
- wildfires
- flood
- drought and water conservation
- pandemics
- cyclones hurricanes and typhoons
- thunderstorm
- winter storm
- food and water safety post-disaster
- chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear.

A note about early warning messaging

The project has not addressed early warning messaging of the kind that governments and media outlets are expected to issue to populations in response to various types of early information about impending hazards. This is because this subject has already been very comprehensively addressed by an international and expert consultative process, set out in The Common Alerting Protocol Version (CAP) 1.2, OASIS Standard, 01 July 2010, developed by the Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS) and adopted by the International Telecommunications Union.

CAP is the most comprehensive source that exists for standard messages adopted at an international level, and is intended to provide a common and simple framework for early warning alert messages. This enables all-hazard emergency alerts and public warnings to be exchanged over all kinds of networks and enables emergency management officials to easily compose alert messages for to communicate with as many citizens as possible, using a broad set of devices.

This reduces the workload associated with using multiple warning systems while enhancing technical reliability and target-audience effectiveness. It also helps ensure consistency in the information transmitted over multiple delivery systems, another key to warning effectiveness. A secondary application of CAP is to normalize warnings from various sources so they can be aggregated and compared in tabular or graphic form as an aid to situational awareness and pattern detection.

Step 2:
A global workshop on public awareness and public education for disaster risk reduction, and harmonized key message development

The next step took place in January 2012, when the community preparedness and risk reduction department and the America zone office of the IFRC held a global workshop in Costa Rica to deepen knowledge of public awareness and public education for disaster risk reduction, and spent three days beginning to identify and formulate of a set of global and harmonized key messages for
public awareness and education for disaster risk reduction, and to make recommendations for a process for further development.

On-site participants in the workshop included members, staff and representatives from: Austria, Belize, Canada, Colombia, Costa Rica, Egypt, France, Guatemala, Guyana, Haiti, Indonesia, Malawi, Mexico, Namibia, Netherlands, Nicaragua, Norway, Panama, Spain, Suriname, Switzerland, Thailand, Trinidad and Tobago as well as, CREC, CREPD, IFRC offices in Americas, Caribbean, Asia and headquarters.

Representatives of UNISDR, UNICEF (Americas) and Risk RED also participated. Seventeen participants from Argentina, Bolivia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Guatemala, Haiti, Mexico, Panama and Peru joined in discussion forums, and in the following weeks provided inputs into key message development.

Using the resources detailed in Step 1 of this Appendix, the participants filtered, selected, grouped, simplified, improved upon and added to messages on household and family all-hazards disaster prevention, as well as on the six specific hazards: earthquakes, floods, wildfires, tropical storms, droughts and pandemics.

The overall rationale for harmonizing key messages involves:

- seeking more consistent understanding
- simpler messaging and reduced confusion
- application of lessons learned
- higher levels of trust
- less duplication of effort
- increasing effectiveness and impact.

The group also made recommendations for the remaining steps in the process outlined below.

Finally, the decision was made to rapidly compile a first consultation version, in English, and submit this back to the participants, disaster management and DRR focal points, as well as to a wide range of international subject-matter experts for their review, and further feedback.

**Step 3:**
**Completion of a first consultation version of the key messages**

In January–February 2012 the first consultation version was compiled, as outlined in Step 2. Due to the short period of time available to identify and communicate with experts and solicit their feedback, it was decided that the review should be considered a preliminary draft but sufficiently robust to eliminate any errors, improve the quality, and generate the next version for a more systematic, long-term and regional validation process.

During this step, feedback was gathered from 27 sources (including 17 sources of feedback on key messages for household and family disaster planning and earthquakes, 11 for floods, eight for cyclones, seven each for wildfires and drought and six for pandemics). Expert sources provided perspectives from Algeria, Costa Rica, England, Egypt, India, Indonesia, Iran, Japan, Pakistan, Panama, Philippines, Tajikistan, Thailand, Nicaragua, United States, and several being regional and global experts.
About 85 per cent of all feedback was accepted and incorporated into version 2. For some of this feedback, consensus cannot be assumed.

In addition to the various IFRC departments and the National Societies that provided participants in Step 2, the following organizations expressed an interest in being involved in collaborating as the project moves forward:

• Aga Khan Development Network
• Center for Disaster Preparedness, Indonesia
• Coalition for Disaster Education, USA
• Extension Disaster Education Network, USA
• GeoHazards International, India
• Global Risk Forum, Switzerland
• Handicap International
• IIEES, Iran
• Department of Disaster Management Affairs, Malawi
• National Institute for Disaster Management, India
• Risk RED
• SARAID, England
• Save the Children England
• Save the Children Australia

**Step 4:**
Completion of the validation project version of the key messages

It was noted that while it may be desirable to seek one unified title, we should remain flexible and recognize cultural differences and other nuances between translations. For example:

• in English, the title ‘Key messages for public education for disaster risk reduction’ is preferred.
• In Spanish, ‘Key messages for public awareness and public education for disaster risk reduction’ is preferred
• In Arabic, the title ‘Key messages for public awareness for disaster risk reduction’ is preferred.

**Step 5:**
Next steps: validation, elaboration and revision

It was recommended that the validation, elaboration and revision process should be an 18–24 month process, beginning in 2012, with the aim of having a widely adopted set of messages that would:

• be agreed on and accepted by the broadest possible range of partners in the in the Red Cross Red Crescent and UNISDR system
• make a substantial contribution towards fulfilling Priority 3 of the HFA and contribute to a Post-2015 Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction, by laying out the full range of actionable risk messaging directed towards the general public, which, if understood and acted on, would substantially reduce hazard impacts
• contribute to the work of the UNISDR Thematic Platform for Knowledge and Education and UNESCO in helping to define disaster risk reduction in terms of curriculum content.
Key recommendations for the validation process

1. Use the validation version of the messages, in English as the basis for translation, consultation and validation.

2. Translate Key messages for public education for disaster risk reduction into all official languages of the International Red Cross Red Crescent Movement.

3. Develop a small global committee to guide this process, to include:
   • zonal (and some regional) representatives from the Red Cross Red Crescent
   • representatives from major stakeholder organizations: UNISDR, UNICEF, WMO, European Commission – ECHO (DIFECCHO), USAID, DRR Working Group (PNS representatives)
   • representatives of communities of practice (in other words, DRR and CB-DRM, community health, communications and public affairs professionals from throughout the Movement.

4. Train a small cadre of leaders to promote and facilitate this process globally, including at least one English bilingual or native speaker for each official language (these may be staff or consultants). One person should be identified to shepherd each language version (common terms of references), working to present, promote, and invite feedback through all possible existing global, zonal, regional and national meetings.

5. Start with ourselves. Promote adoption of key messages in the form of harmonized national Family and Household Disaster Plans as a movement-wide commitment. Integrate this with capacity building, organizational development and contingency planning.

6. Using a similar methodology to that described in Step 2, expand the scope of key messages and incorporate these into the next version, to include:
   • winter storms and extreme cold
   • chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear hazards
   • tsunamis and tornadoes.

   These issues might be tackled by smaller expert groups. For example, extreme cold may involve National Societies from Canada, Russia and Central Asia in particular.

7. Introduce and promote the subject, and solicit feedback, through special participatory sessions, workshops, or side events linked to upcoming regional, zonal or global meetings, such as:
   • National Red Cross Red Crescent Societies DRR meetings
   • Red Cross Red Crescent zonal and regional meetings
   • DRR working groups
   • UNISDR regional meetings
   • ASEAN DRR meeting
   • Global Platform
   • DipECHO partners
   • Norwegian Red Cross – Guatemala
   • PNS-sponsored DRR programs
   • Southern Africa – Zambezi River, 8-country initiative
   • Health networks
• Inter-agency Network for Education in Emergencies
• Education in Emergencies Cluster
• National Platforms
• National Disaster Management Organizations
• Subject-matter experts and their international organizations
• members of the public of all educational levels and ages.

8. Develop feedback channels and implement a collaborative authoring and commenting process, using available communications technology tools such as Learning Networks, Communities of Practice or Desaprender. Develop a V.2 simultaneously in each language (for example, through a ‘wiki’).

9. Pilot applications in with selected National Societies – especially in conjunction with PNS-supported projects with donors such as DiPECHO, USAID, AusAID, and others.

10. Explore options for developing iconography or graphics to provide clear images to illustrate the key messages. This might be done through consultation, competition and volunteer efforts. The hazard icons on the cover of this document, and the hand-washing guidance shown below are examples of this. This would require a validation process to be implemented in the field, by National Societies, to check end users’ understanding. It might also require some degree of regionalization.

11. The language focal point team should meet to identify divergence and harmonization of changes and then to produce the 2015 version in each language, for widest global implementation before the HFA ten-year World Conference on Disaster Reduction that year.

12. Priority areas for messages to be expanded are:
• storms, including lightning, tornado and snow, ice and hail
• chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear materials release
• landslides, debris flows and glacial breakout
• tsunami and tidal surges
• volcanic eruption
• cold waves
• heat waves
• climate change.

In the future, the project should also consider the potential need for risk reduction messages linked to disaster – for example, in relation to:
• psychosocial factors
• shelter
• nutrition
• livelihood.

13. Recommend a process for reviewing and updating the document on a regular basis.

14. Publish and adopt the key messages in preparation for the HFA 10-year World Congress in 2015.
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The Fundamental Principles of the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement

**Humanity** The International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement, born of a desire to bring assistance without discrimination to the wounded on the battlefield, endeavours, in its international and national capacity, to prevent and alleviate human suffering wherever it may be found. Its purpose is to protect life and health and to ensure respect for the human being. It promotes mutual understanding, friendship, cooperation and lasting peace amongst all peoples.

**Impartiality** It makes no discrimination as to nationality, race, religious beliefs, class or political opinions. It endeavours to relieve the suffering of individuals, being guided solely by their needs, and to give priority to the most urgent cases of distress.

**Neutrality** In order to enjoy the confidence of all, the Movement may not take sides in hostilities or engage at any time in controversies of a political, racial, religious or ideological nature.

**Independence** The Movement is independent. The National Societies, while auxiliaries in the humanitarian services of their governments and subject to the laws of their respective countries, must always maintain their autonomy so that they may be able at all times to act in accordance with the principles of the Movement.

**Voluntary service** It is a voluntary relief movement not prompted in any manner by desire for gain.

**Unity** There can be only one Red Cross or Red Crescent Society in any one country. It must be open to all. It must carry on its humanitarian work throughout its territory.

**Universality** The International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement, in which all societies have equal status and share equal responsibilities and duties in helping each other, is worldwide.
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